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It is always a pleasant surprise tofind invariants where none could 
reasonably be expected. Such unforseen invariants exist for the SG- 
stabilizer limits of a G-invariant irreducible S-character i of a nilpotent 
normal subgroup N of a finite group G. Here $i is any held of characteristic 
zero satisfying some mild additional conditions (one of the conditions 
(7.2)), which certainly hold if 5 is the complex number field @ or a 
cyclotomic extension Q, of the rational number field Q. Such a limit 4 is 
an irreducible 3-character of some subgroup Dam(4) of N. It may be 
obtained from II/ by repeated applications f the process by which G, N, 
and $ are replaced bythe stabilizers G{ 0)and N{ S} in G and N, respec- 
tively, ofsome irreducible @character 6,lying under $, of some normal 
subgroup K of G contained inN, and by the unique irreducible g-character 
${ 0) of N(B) lying over 0 and inducing $ (see Sect. 2). This process is 
continued until no further reductions are possible. At that point $ has been 
reduced to an SG-stabilizer limit 4. 
Since many choices of the above normal subgroups K are usually 
possible ateach stage of the reduction leading from tj to d, there are nor- 
mally many different SC-stabilizers of $ with many different properties. 
For example, when N is not nilpotent, different SC-stabilizer limits ofII/ 
could have different degrees (see Example 8.7). A priori, one would expect 
similar random behavior inthe present case of nilpotent N. The surprise is
that his is not so. Under the conditions on 5 mentioned above any two 
SG-stabilizer limits 4 and 8 of (I/ have the same degrees, the same norms, 
and even the same simple direct summands of the group algebras oftheir 
domains (see Theorem 8.1). This is only the beginning ofthe properties 
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that 4and 0 have in common. The reader isreferred to section 8 for further 
results. 
The bulk of this paper is taken up by the definitions and elementary 
properties of the many concepts we introduce to state and prove the Main 
Theorem 7.3, from which all else flows. These concepts include stabilizer 
limits (in Sect. 2)the more special elementary stabilizer limits (in Sect. 3)
restrictors and inductors (inSect. 5)and control (in Sect. 6). The main 
theorem itself says that any elementary stabilizer limit controls any 
stabilizer limit nour situation. Its proof and the study of certain minimal 
cases inSects. 4 and 5 are the only places where we must really work. The 
rest of the paper is quite straightforward once the proper definitions are 
made. 
This is the second version fthe present article. The lirst was written 
more than ayear before the current one. It contained most of the same 
final results, butonly for the complex field 5 = @. It also did not use 
elementary stabilizer limits, butonly stabilizer limits 4 chosen so as to 
minimize the order of the center ofDom(#)/Ker(d). The latter a e hardly 
computable, whereas the former can easily befound. Its proofs, which were 
based on the properties of stems in [3], were quite complicated. While 
refereeing thatversion, Isaacs found amuch simpler p oof of the quality 
of degrees of@G-stabilizer mits of$. In his proof he used the notions we
have labeled restrictors and inductors in Section 5.By extending Isaacs’ 
proof to cyclotomic f elds 5 it was possible to recapture most of the 
theorems ofthe original paper. The present proofs are nearer to the 
original ones than to Isaacs’, although t ey use a number of his lemmas 
and ideas with is permission (his contributions are clearly labeled below). 
It does not appear that his argument can be used to prove our present 
main theorem about elementary stabilizer limits. So we have not given that 
argument here. Since it does give a more elegant proof of many of our 
results, we can only hope that its author will consent to publish it
elsewhere. 
1. NOTATION 
Throughout this article we fix a commutative fi ld 3 of characteristic 
zero. Sometimes weassume i’j to be the field Q of all rational umbers or 
the field @ of all complex numbers. Sometimes we take it to be the 
cyclotomic f eld Cl,, generated over Cl by a primitive nthroot of unity, for 
some integer n. 
We also fix afinite multiplicative group G with identity 1 = 1,. We count 
upon the context todistinguish among the various meanings ofthe symbol 
“1,” which denotes the identity 1 5 of 3 and the identity subgroup ( 1) of G 
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as well as 1 G. As usual, wewrite 1G( for the order of G and BG for the 
group algebra ofG over 5. Any SG-module ‘%R will be understood t  be 
right and unitary, andto have finite &dimension dim%(m). Since 3 has 
characteristic zero, the algebra SG is semi-simple and any SG-module YJI is 
determined to within isomorphism by its character x =I~, the function 
from G to 5 sending any cr EG to the trace of the g-linear transformaton 
m H mo of ‘$3. We denote by Ch(gG) the set of all such S-characters 1 of
G and by Irr(SG) its ubset ofall irreducible g-characters of G, i.e., of all 
x~, where !JJI runs over all simple SG-modules. 
The inner product (x, rl/) ofany x, + E Ch(GG) is given, asusual, by
(l.la) 
= dim5(Hom5,(9J2, rn)), (Lib) 
where HomSG(m, %) is the g-vector space of all SG-homomorphisms 
from an SG-module ‘!VI affording x toan SG-module !R affording $. We 
call (x, x) the (squared) norm of a character x E Ch(gG). Since this norm is 
the dimension fthe endomorphism ring End&%X) = Hom8,,(llJ1, ‘93) of
any SG-module ‘3JI affording x, it is always a strictly positive nteger if
x # 0. Schur’s lemma tells u that Hom,,(%N, %)=0 whenever mZ, ‘3 are 
nonisomorphic simple ?jG-modules. Thisand (1. lb) give 
(1.2) Vx, ~~WSG), then (x, ICI)=0 ifx#$, and (x, $)>O isx=$. 
Any x E Irr(gG) determines a unique primitive central idempotent 
e(x)=(xTx)-l IGIp’~(l)C,,cx(~-‘)o (1.3) 
of SG which acts as identity on any simple SG-module 9JI affording x and 
annihilates ll other simple SG-modules. Since we write homomorphisms 
of SG-modules onthe left, Wedderburn’s Theorems tell usthat he simple 
algebra direct summand e(x) SC of SG corresponding to x is determined 
by such an YJI via the formula: 
(1.4) The algebra e(x) $jG is isomorphic to the algebra of all x(1)/(x, x) 
by x(1)/(x, x) matrices with entries inthe division algebra End%,(m). 
We use the customary notation H <G to say that H is a subgroup ofG 
and H 4 G to say that H is a normal subgroup of G. To indicate in 
addition that H # G we write H < G or H u G, respectively. Sincewealso 
use Q and < to denote the usual order elation on real numbers and the 
partial ordering of characters defined in( 1.17), we must count on the con- 
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text o explain the precise m aning of any given appearance ofthese sym- 
bols. 
Fix a subgroup H of G. Its index in G is [G: H], as usual. If x E Ch(SG) 
is afforded byan SG-module ‘%R, then the restriction mm,,of YJI to an FjH- 
module has the restriction xn of x to H as its character. Evidently 
End,,(!IlI) is a subring of Enda,(%II,,). So (l.lb) implies 
(1.5) (x, x) < (xH, xH), with equality if and only (f End,,(m) =
End&%H). 
The module 9JI over the semi-simple a gebra SG is simple if and only if 
End&IX) is a division algebra. Similarly 1111,, issimple if and only if 
End,,(!IRn,,) is a division algebra. So(1.4) and (1.5) give 
(1.6) If XE WW) and (xH, xH)= (x, x), then xH~ WSW and 
e(X,) SH is isomorphic to e(x) SG as an algebra over 5. 
If 4 E Ch(SH) is afforded byan $jH-module %,then somewhat similar 
statements can be made about the induced %G-module ‘%n5G = ‘%20SH %G 
and its induced character 4”E Ch(SG). The map. @Id, sending any 
,fE nds,(%) into its tensor product f@ Id with the identity map Id of SG 
onto itself, is a monomorphism of the S-algebra End,,(%) into 
Bnd,,(%aG). So(l.lb) implies 
(1.7) ($4 d) G (dG3 4Gh with equality if and only if .@ Id is an 
isomorphism q/the ulgehra End,,(B) onto End,,(flZSG). 
As was the case for (1.6) this and (1.4) give 
(1.8) If 4~ Irr(SH) and (dG, 4”) = (& d), then d”~Trr(gG) and 
e(d”) SG is isomorphic to the algebra of all [G: H] by [G : H] matrices 
with entries ine(d)sH. 
The following results, which hold whenever H < K < G, are easy con- 
sequences of(1.5)-( 1.8): 
(1.9a) If x E WSG) and h, xH) =(x3 xl, then h, ~4 = (x, x) and 
xK E Irr@iK). 
(1.9b) If’ 4E Irr(SH) and (dG, 4”) = (4, d), then (dK, 4”) = (4, 4) and 
q5” EIrr( SK). 
As in [4], we define Irs(SG) to be the set of all irreducible &characters 
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4 of subgroups H of G. Since any such 4 determines H as its domain of 
definition Dam(d), this et is the disjoint u ion: 
Irs(SG) = u Irr(gH). 
HGG 
(1.10) 
The group G acts by conjugation on itself, on the set of all its ubgroups 
and on Irs(gG). Any0 E G sends any r E G to TO = (T- ‘ra EG, any H 6 G to 
H” = a-‘Ho d G and any 4 E Irs(SG) to4” E Irs(SG) given by 
Dom(&‘) =Dam(d)’ and &‘(f’) =4(z) for all z E Dam($). 
(1.11) 
The stabilizer n anyKd G of T is the centralizer C(r in K), that of H is the 
normalizer N(H in K) and that of d is the subgroup: 
of N(Dom(4) in K). Besides Dam(d), the kernel Ker(#) of 4, i.e., the sub- 
group of all g~Dom(d) acting as identity on any BDom(4)-module 
affording 4, is a normal subgroup ofthe stabilizer G(d)of 4 in G: 
Ker(d) 4 Dam(4) g G(4} and Ker(4) g Gb% 
wheneoer 4 E Irs( SG). (1.13) 
We shall often need the Frobenius Reciprocity Law
(dG> 1) = (d> XHh (1.14) 
which olds whenever H d G and 4, x are @characters of H, G, respec- 
tively. If,in addition, K d G and $ E Ch(gK), we shall use Mackey’s For- 
mulas 
(4”),=C ((47WnKY1 (1.15a) 
(dGY ti”)=C ((F)WnK, ll/wnA (1.15b) 
where both sums are over epresentatives r for theH, K-double cosets HzK 
in G. We shall also need the following consequence which Mackey drew 
from (1.15b) (see Corollary 2.9in [4]): 
(1.16) If4~Irs(gG) and (q5G,~G)=(q5,qS), then G{d}=Dom(d). 
A G-invariant partial ordering < on Irs(gG) isgiven by 
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(1.17) Q-4, $E Irs(SG), then 4,< II/ ifand onfy ifDom(d) <Dam($) and 
4 is an irreducible gDom(d)-constituent of $DomC#, (or, equivalently, $ is an 
irreducible gDom(ll/)-constituent of dDom(lL)). 
Of course, (l.lb) and the Frobenius Reciprocity Law (1.14) say that he 
last two conditions areboth equivalent to 
(42 II/ Dan($)) = (dDomctiL), $1 z”. 
Suppose that X is any “functor,” suchas Irr or Irs, which maps SH to a 
subset ofIrs(gG) for any H< G. If $ E Irs(SG), we follow (1.8) of[4] in 
defining 
(1.18a) 
(1.18b) 
(1.19a) Irr(gGld) is the set of all irreducible SG-constituents of rjG, for 
uny 4 E Irs( 5G). 
(1.19b) Irr(X 1 FJjH) is the set of all irreducible SH-constituents of xH, for 
any x E Irr(gG) and any H < G. 
(1.19~) Irs(XIgG)=(j,,.Irr(X(SH),for any xEIr (gG). 
Finally, we make great use of Clifford’s Theory, which tells u that: 
(1.20a) rfNd G and x E Irr(gG), then Irr(X 1 SN) is a single G-orbit n
Irs( SG). 
(1.20b) If 4E Irs(SG) and Dam(d) d G, then induction to G is a norm- 
preserving bijection of Irr( SC{ b} 14) onto Irr( SC14) 
(see Hauptsatz V.17.3 of[S] and Corollary 2.7in [4]). Asin (2.10) of[4], 
we denote by x{ 4} the unique character in Irr(!JG{ 4 > 14) from which 
XE Irr(BGI d)is induced in(1.20b). 
2. STABILIZER LIMITS 
For the rest of this article we fix a normal subgroup N of our finite 
group G and a G-invariant character j EIrr(gN). Then the ordered triple 
(G, N, $) is a member of the family 
F=((H,M,~)IH is a finite group fixing 4 E WSW with 
Dam(d) =M 4 H}. (2.1) 
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By (5.1) of 141, the set DCC($I gG) of all direct 7jG-Clifford c respon- 
dents of $ is defined by
DCC($IgG)= {~{8}~0~Irs(t,~~N)andDom(~)~G}. (2.2) 
If 4 E DCC($I SG), then (1.13) implies that (G(4), Dam(d), d) E 9. So the 
set DCC(bIgG{#}) is defined. If&EDCC(~I~G{@}), then (G(&}, 
Dom(qY), 4’) EF and DCC(qY 1 gG{qY}) is defined, etc. The result ofthis 
chain of constructions is the set CC($ I gG) of all SG-Clifford correspon- 
dents of +, defined, asin (5.4) of [4], to consist of all d~Irs($ I%N) 
satisfying: 
(2.3) There xist an integer n b 0 and characters d,,= 4, 4, ,..., Q, = $ in 
Irs(gN) such that 
cj-, EDCC(tiil gG{di}) for all i = l,..., n  
In our present circumstances Theorem 4.8 of [4] says that the set 
ISC($ I 3G) of that article consists ofall 4E Irs( %N) such that 
ti = 9”’ with ($, $I= (441, (2.4a) 
G(d) N= G. (2.4b) 
In view of (1.16) and (2.4a) we may complete (2.4b) by
G(4) n N= N{qS} = Dam(4). (2.4~) 
In fact, properties (2.4) hold for any 4 E CC($ I SC). This follows from 
Corollary 2.7, Proposition 5.6, and Corollary 5.10, all in [4], which tell us 
that 
W$ I 5G) c ISC(ll/ I SW with equality zfN is nilpotent. (2.5) 
Henceforth weshall take advantage of(2.4~) and write (G{d}, N(d), 4) for 
the triple (G(d), Dam($), 4) used above. 
PROPOSITION 2.6 (Isaacs). Zf 4 E ISC($ I FjG) (in particular, if
I++ E CC($ I SG)), then induction to G is a norm-preserving b jection (. )” of 
WSG~~~I 4) onto WSG I II/). 
Proof. Proposition 4.3of [4] implies that 4 lies in the set IS($JG) of 
that article. By the definition just before Corollary 2.6 in [4], this ays that 
(. )G is a norm-preserving injection of Irr(gG{ 4} ) 4) into Irr(SG). The 
image of this injection s Irr(gG 14) by Proposition 2.1of [4]. Since (2.4a) 
clearly implies that he last set is Irr(SG ($), this proves the proposition. 
Proof: If 4 E ISC(Q IgG{ Q}), then, by definition, 
0 = ,$WI with (e, 0) = (4, 41, 
G{flj =G{e>{d) N(e) with G(e) {d> n NW = Dam(d). 
Since 6E ISC($ 1 SG), we also have 
(2.9a) 
(2.9b) 
I)=@” with ($, Ic/ ) = (6 4, 
G=G(B] N with G(B) n N= N(8) =Dom(B). 
Because G(e)(d) <G(d), we conclude that (2.4a) and (2.4b) hold, i.e., 
that ~EISC($ 1 SC). Furthermore q5< 8. The subgroup G{e}{q5} now 
covers G/N and has the same intersection Dam(d) with N as G{ 41 does. 
So (2.8) also holds. 
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Transitivity for ISC(+ 1 $JG) is easy. 
LEMMA 2.7. If 0 E ISC($ 1 SG), then ISC(0 1SC{ 8 >) consists of all 
4 E ISC($ 1 %G) such that 4< 9. Any such 4 satisfies 
G(4) = GWW d WV. (2.8) 
Now suppose that q5 EISC(ll/ I SC) with 4 < 8. Corollary 2.7 of [4] says 
that $ lies in the set IS(gG) of that article. So (2.9a) holds by Corollary 4.5 
of [4]. Now (4.11~) of[4] tells us that 4 E ISC(el gG{e}). Thus the 
lemma holds. 
For CC($ IgG) transitivity is slightly more complicated. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If’ 8E CC( $1 SG), then CC(fI SC{ Q} ) consists of all 
4 E CC(ll/ I gG) such that he sequence do, dI ,..., 4, of (2.3) can he chosen to 
contain 8.Any such 4 satisfies (2.8). 
ProoJ In view of (2.5) and Lemma 2.7 any ~ECC(~I jjG{e}) c 
ISC(Ql SG{e}) satisfies (2.8). 
By definition there exist an integer m > 0 and characters q&= 4, 
#i ,..., 4, = 0 in Irs(gN{ e}) c Irs(gN) such that 
b,-, EDCC(~~~SG{~}{~~}) forall i= l,..., m  (2.11) 
Applying (2.8) to #i, which also lies in CC(e I j$G{e}), we see that: 
c,h- , EDCC(dil gG{di}), for all i= l,..., m  
Because 8E CC(tj 1gG), there are also an integer n > m and characters 
4 m+, ,..., q5”= $ in Irs(&V) such that the preceding condition holds for 
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i= m + l,..., n. Thus (2.3) issatisfied w th0= &,, and 4 lies in CC(ll/ 1 SC). 
Conversely, suppose that 4E CC($ 1 $jG) and that 13 is one of the charac- 
ters, say CL, in the sequence of (2.3). If i = 0, l,..., m, then 
di < 0~ ISC($I i’JG) and die CC($] SG) E ISC($ ]?jG) by (2.5). So (2.8) 
tells u that G{#i>=G{8}{~j}. W e conclude from this and (2.3) that 
&, = 4, $i ,..., 4, =9 are characters of Irs( gN{ 0} ) satisfying (2.11). 
Therefore 4~ CC(0I gG{O}) and the proposition is proved. 
If 4 E ISC($ IgG) (in particular, if 4 E CC($ 1 SG)), then (1.13) implies 
that we may define another t iple (G{ 4>*, N{ d}*, #*) E ~7 by 
(2.12a) G(4)* is the factor group G(d}/Ker(#), 
(2.12b) N(4)* is its normal subgroup N{d}/Ker(4), 
(2.12~) #* is the unique character inIrr(SN{$}*) from which 
4 E Irr(gN{d}) is inflated: 
qb*(a Ker(d)) = d(o) for all o E N(d) 
Of course the character c+4* isfaithful (i.e., Ker(d*) = 1) as well as G(d)*- 
invariant. From (2.4b), (2.4~) and Proposition 2.6 it follows immediately 
that 
(2.13a) There is a natural isomorphism ./4 of the factor group G/N onto 
G@l*IN{41* sending any coset yE G/N to the image y/4 of the coset 
Y n G(4) E G{4)IN{4) under th enatural epimorphism ofG(d) onto G(4)*. 
(2.13b) Inflation from G(d)* to G{d}, followed byinduction from G(d) 
to G, defines a norm-preserving bijection, which we also call (. )‘, of 
Irr($JG{$}*]4*) onto Irr(SG]$). 
Following Brauer [2] we say that II/ is SG-quasi-primitive f 
(2.14) Irr( II/ SK) contains only one member whenever K < N and K s G. 
In view of (2.2) and Clifford’s Theory (1.20), we have 
(2.15) II/ is SG-quasi-primitive f and only if it is the only element of 
DCC(+ I SW 
Finally, we follow Berger [l] in defining theset SL(II/ I SC) of all SG- 
stabilizer limits of$ to consist of all 4E CC($ I gG) satisfying e ther ofthe 
equivalent conditions: 
(2.16a) 4 is the only member ofDCC(4 IBG{d}). 
(2.16b) 4 is SG{d}-quasi-primitive. 
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Thus the SG-stabilizer mits are those characters in CC(tj 1 gG) which can- 
not be reduced any farther by the techniques of (2.3). 
Suppose that LS G with L<Ker(tj). Then we may form a new triple 
(G’, N’, +‘) EF-, where G’ is the factor g oup G/L, its normal subgroup N 
is N/L and I/’ is the unique character in Irr(@V’) from which Ic/ E Irr(gN) is
inflated. In this case we have 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Inflation is a norm-preserving b jection f 
ISC($’ ) SG’) onto ISC(+ I%G) sending the former’s subsets DCC($’ 1SG’), 
CC($‘I ?jG’) and SL($‘( SC’) onto DCC(+ I gG), CC($ I $JG), and 
SL($ I?jG), respectively. 
Zf +4 EISC($ IjjG) is inflated from 4 E ISC(+’ 1 GG’), then the natural 
epimorphism (. )’of G onto G’ induces isomorphisms, which we also call (. )‘, 
of G(d)* onto G'{qY}*, of N(4)* onto IV’{&}*, of G{#}*/N{qS}* onto 
Wd’J*IN’W)* and of G/N onto G’/N’ such that he following diagram 
commutes 
G{~}*/N{cj}* k G/N 
G’{qY}*/N’(qY}* i!f- G’IN’. 
(2.18a) 
Furthermore, composition . 0 (. )’ with the isomorphism (. )‘: G{ q5} *z 
G’{ qY } * and inflation Inf rom G’ to G combine with (2.13b) togive the 
following commutative diagram ofnorm-preserving bijections 
Irr(SG{ti}* Id*) > (‘)‘:-+ Irr(SGlI//) 
I 
,>(.)’ 
I 
Inf (2.18b) 
Irr(sG’{&}* I(&)*) 6 Irr(gG’l+‘). 
Proof. Let 4’ be any character in Irs(BN’) and 4 be its inflation to a 
character in Irs(GN). Then we have 
L d Ker(b), (2.19a) 
Ker(&) = Ker(#)/L, Dom(&) = Dom(d)/L, N’{$‘} = N{d}/L, 
G’i4’) = G{d)lL (2.19b) 
(4’>4’) = ($4 $1. (2.19~) 
Since any 4 E Irs(SN) satisfying (2.19a) isinflated from some unique 
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4’ E Irs(gN’), we conclude that inflation is a orm-preserving bijection of 
Irs(gN’) onto the subset ofall 4E Irs(gN) satisfying (2.19a). 
In the above situation theinduced character 4” is inflated from (4’)““. It 
follows from (2.19), (2.4a), nd(2.4b) that #E ISC($I SG) if and only if 
4’ E ISC(t,F) SG’). So inflation se ds ISC(t,V I SG’) onto the subset of all 
4 E ISC( II/ gG) satisfying (2.19a). Butany 4 E ISC( II/ 1 $JG) satisfies (2.19a) 
since (2.4a) implies that 
L d Ker($) Q Ker(4). 
Thus inflation sends ISC($’ 1 $JG’) onto ISC($ 1SG). 
Suppose the above 4lies inDCC(+ I SC). Then (2.2) gives us a character 
0 E Irs(+ 1 SN) with Dam(B) _a G such that 4= e(O) is the unique charac- 
ter in Irr(gN{8}18) f romwhich # is induced. IfL d Ker(O), then 8 is 
inflated from acharacter 8’ EIrs(t,V 1 SN’). In view of (2.19) for 8in place of 
4, we must have Dom(B’) g G’ and 4’ = +‘{ O’}. Thus 4’ E DCC($’ 1SG’) if 
LB Ker(B). 
If L & Ker(O), weat least have 
L n Dam(0) dKer(ll/) n Dam(B) <Ker(B), 
since 6 < II/. Itfollows that 8can be extended toa unique irreducible g- 
character BO of L Dam(0) with L< Ker(B,). Because L < Ker(ll/) we have 
OO E Irs(ll/ I SN). The normality of both L and Dam(B) in G implies that 
Dom(B,)sG and that G(8,) =G{O}. Hence N{&,} =N{8} and ${O,> =
${ 13}. Now the above argument applies with OO in place of 0. So 
4’ E DCC(+V ISG’) whenever 4 E DCC($ 1 SG). The converse iseasy to 
prove by inflating allcharacters involved inthe definitions. Therefore 
inflation sends DCC( II/’ ) SG’) onto DCC($ I SC). 
Suppose the above 4 lies in CC(ll/ I SC). Then there is some sequence 
do, d,,..., 4, satisfying the conditions f (2.3). Each 4i lies in CC(ll/ I SC), 
and hence in ISC($ ISG) by (2.5). So di is inflated from some 
4; E ISC(t,V I SG’). Applying the above arguments with (G{di}, N{bi}, di) 
in place of (G, N, $), we see that inflation maps DCC(#j IgG’{dI}) onto 
DCC(4il?G{4i}). W e conclude that &,, d;,..., 4; form asequence satisfy- 
ing (2.3) for 4’ and (G’, N’, +‘). So 4’ E CC($‘I SC’) whenever 
4 E CC($ I SG). The converse iseasily proved by inflating all characters 
involved inthe definitions. Therefore inflation se ds CC($‘I SC’) onto 
CC($ I SG). 
If ~ECC($ I SG), then the above arguments ell us that inflation is a 
bijection of DCC(& I SG’{&}) onto DCC(d I ~G{~}). So the former set 
has one element ifand only if the latter does. In view of (2.16a), this 
implies that 4E SL($ ISG) if and only if 4’ E SL(II/’ 1 5G ). 
We have now completed the proof of the first atement ofthe 
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proposition. The rest of the proposition follows immediately from (2.12) 
and (2.13). 
COROLLARY 2.20. If 4 E CC(+ I ?jG), then 1+4 E SL($ 1SG) if and only if 
1+4* isBG(d > *-quasi-primitive. 
Proof: Applying the proposition to (G(d), N(d), 4) and the normal 
subgroup Ker(4) of G(d), we see from (2.12) that inflation is a bijection of 
DCC(#* 1 SG(d}*) onto DCC(4 1 gG{d}). This and (2.15) imply that 4is 
SG{ #}-quasi-primitive f and only if #* is SC(d) *-quasi-primitive. In view 
of (2.16b), thecorollary follows from this. 
The following consequence of Proposition 2.10is quite useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Zf t3 ECC( + 1 SG), then SL( 81 gG{ 0 > ) consists of all 
+4 ESL($I SG) such that he sequence &,, d1 ,..., 4, of (2.3) can be chosen to 
contain 6.Any such 4 satisfies (2.8). 
Proof: If ~ESL(O(~G{O}), then ~ECC(OI~G{O}) is gG{O}{d}- 
quasi-primitive by (2.16b). Proposition 2.10says that 4E CC($ ( ZJG) with 
some sequence in (2.3) containing 0. Since G(B) (4) < G(4), the character 
4 is certainly $JG{$}-q uasi-primitive (see (2.14)). Hence 4E SL(I// 1 gG) by 
(2.16b). Furthermore, (2.8) holds by Proposition 2.10. 
Conversely, if 4ESL(+ ISG) with some sequence in(2.3) containing 0, 
then Proposition 2.10says that (2.8) holds and that 4E CC(fl I gG{O}). The 
BG{ $}-quasi-primitivity of 4 implies its gG{ O} { #}-quasi-primitivity by 
(2.8) and (2.14). Hence #ESL(OI gG{O}) and the proposition is proved. 
3. ELEMENTARY STABILIZER LIMITS 
We are going to repeat the constructions and results of Section 2 while 
replacing DCC($ I ZJG) by the set EDCC(+ I SG) of all elementary direct 
SG-Clifford correspondents of II/, defined by
EDCC(II/  SG) = { $ { 0} I 8 E Irs($ I SN) with Dam(B) a G and with 
I Dom(B)/Ker(B)I aprime}. (3.1) 
Clearly (2.2) implies 
EDCC($ I SG) s DCC($ I SG). (3.2) 
The adjective “elementary” is justified in this context by
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that p is a prime and that 6E Irs($ IgN) with 
Dom( N. Then 1 Dom(B)/Ker(B)I =p if and only if A =Dom(B)/ 
(Ker( tj) n Dom( 0)) is a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group. 
ProoJ: By Clifford’s Theory (1.20a) the set Irr($I gDom(B)) is just he 
N-orbit of0 under conjugation. In view of (l.l9b), this implies that 
Ker($) n Dam(B) = n Ker(e)O, 
aeN 
and hence that A is isomorphic to asubgroup ofthe direct product: 
of copies ofDom(B)/Ker(8). Since Dom(8)/Ker(8) is isomorphic to afac- 
tor group of A, we conclude that it is a nontrivial elementary belian p- 
group if and only if A is such agroup. But Dom(B)/Ker(B) hasafaithful 
irreducible S-character from which 0is inflated. Hence it is a nontrivial 
elementary belian p-group ifand only if it has order p. So the proposition 
holds. 
Following the definition of CC($I gG) via (2.3), we define the set 
ECC($ 1 GG) of all elementary SG-Clifford correspondents of II/ to consist of 
all 4E Irs( 3N) satisfying: 
(3.4) There xist an integer n 2 0 and characters &, = I$, #1 ,..., 1+5, = II/ in 
Irs(SN) such that 
q4- IEEDCC(~;I gG{qSi}) for all i= l,..., n. 
Clearly (2.3) (2.5), and (3.2) imply that 
EWI// I‘2X4 sCC(ti I ‘i?G) E IWlc/ IiW. (3.5) 
Corresponding to Proposition 2.10 we have 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If 0 E ECC(II/ I aG), then ECC(B 1SC(e)) consists of 
all 4 E ECC(+ I SG) such that the sequence &,, d1 ,..., d, of (3.4) can be 
chosen to contain 8.Any such I/I satisfies (2.8). 
The proof of this proposition s a simple modification of that of 
Proposition 2.10and is left tothe reader. 
Following (2.15) wesay that II/ is SG-elementary p imitive f it is the only 
member of EDCC($ I SG). In view of (2.16) itwould be naural to define an
“elementary BG-stabilizer mit” ofIc/ to be any q4 EECC($ ) SG) such that 
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4 is gG{4}-elementary primitive. Thisdoes not work because uch 4need 
not be SG-stabilizer mits of$. (For example, let 5 be C, let G= N be 
quaternion of order 8, and let $= $ be the character of degree 2 in 
Irr(CN).) Thus we are reduced to the expedient ofdefining the set 
MECC($ 1 GG) of all minimal elementary SG-Clifford correspondents of $ 
by 
MECC($ 1 SG) = (0~ ECC(rl/ 1 gG)lO is BG{B}-elementary primitive}, 
(3.7a) 
and then of defining the set ESL($ ISG) of all elementary SG-stabikzer 
limits ofI,IQ by 
EW$ I83 = (j WWWW. (3.7b) 
0~ MEC’JtiIW) 
Now (3.5) and Proposition 2.21imply that 
EWrC/ IW G W$ I SW (3.8) 
Corresponding to Proposition 2.21we have 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Zf0~ ECC(II/ I SG), then MECC(B I gG{O}) consists of 
all 4~ MECC(I// I SC) such that he sequence &,, dl,..., 4,of (3.4) can he 
chosen to contain 8.Any such 4 satisfies (2.8). 
The proof of this proposition s a simple modification of that of 
Proposition 2.21and is left tothe reader. 
COROLLARY 3.10. rf e E ECU+ I W, then ESL(BIFG{B})s 
EWICI i!@). 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of (3.7b) and the proposition. 
Suppose that L a G with L < Ker($). Asin Proposition 2.17, weform 
the triple (G’, N’, 1+5’) E Y in which G’ = GIL and N’= N/L while $ is 
inflated from $’ E Irr(gN’). Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.11. The norm-preserving bijection inflation of 
ISC( $’ I SG’) onto ISC( II/  SG) in Proposition 2.17 sends the subsets 
EDCC($’ I%G’), ECC(tj’ I SG’), MECC($’ IgG’), and ESL(II/’ I SG ) of the 
former set onto EDCC($IgG), ECC($ISG), MECC(IC/I %G), and 
ESL(+ ISC), respectively. 
ProoJ: If 0E Irs($ I SN) with Dam(8) 4 G and with IDom(B)/Ker(B)I a 
prime p, then 
L n Dam(B) dKer(rl/) n Dam(B) QKer(8). 
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Hence 8 extends toa unique character 8a of L Dam(8) trivial on L. It 
follows that 8, E Irs(+ I SN) with Dom(B,) d G, with Dom(B,)/Ker(B,) 2: 
Dom(B)/Ker(B) of order p and with ${e,} =${e}. So we may replace 8 by 
B0 and assume that L d Ker(B). Asin the proof of Proposition 2.17, this is 
the only obstacle in demonstrating Proposition 3.11 for EDCC(rl/’ ( SG’). 
The rest of the proof is a simple modification of that of Proposition 2.17 
and is left tothe reader. 
The set MECC(II/  gG) has a pretty characterization for n lpotent N. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Suppose that N is nilpotent and q4 EECC($ I SG). 
Then q4 EMECC(II/ 1 iJG) if and onfy if: 
(3.13) Every ahelian ormal subgroup of G(q4>* contained in
N{ qd }* is cyclic. 
Proof: By (3.7a) nd (2.12) wemay replace (G, N, II/) by(G(d), N(d), 
4) and assume that 
If we set L equal to Ker($) in Proposition 3.11, then G’, N’, I++‘) coin- 
cides with the triple (G(b)*, N(4)*, d*) of (2.12). Replacing (G, N, $) by 
(G’, N’, I+V), we see from Proposition 3.11 that we are reduced toproving 
(3.14) $ is SG-elementary p imitive if and only if every abelian 
normal subgroup of G contained inN is cyclic, 
under the hypothesis that I++ is faithful. 
Any noncyclic normal abelian subgroup A of G contained in N has a 
non-cyclic, characteristic, elementary abelian p-subgroup E for some 
primep. Then Ed G and E < N. Since $ is faithful, Clifford’s Theory 
(1.20a) implies that any 0 E Irr(+  SE) satisfies N(8) <N as well as 
I Dom(B)/Ker(B)I =p. SO $(O} is an element different from I,+ in the set 
EDCC(II/( SC). Thus the existence of A forces II/ to be SG-elementary 
imprimitive. 
Now suppose that j is not BG-elementary primitive. Th n(3.1) gives us 
a character 0 E Irs(ll/ ) SN)such that A = Dam(0) is normal in G, such that 
) Dom(B)/Ker(B)I is a prime p and such that N{ 0) <N. Since Ker(+) = 1, 
Proposition 3.3 tells u that A is a nontrivial elementary belian p-group. If 
A is cyclic, then it is central in the nilpotent group N. So N{ 0} > C(A in 
N) = N > N(8), acontradiction. Therefore A is a noncyclic normal abelian 
subgroup ofG contained in N. This completes the proof of (3.14) and of 
the proposition. 
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4. THE MINIMAL CASE 
In this ection weshall replace (G, N, II/) bythe triple (G(4)*, N(b)*, 
d*) of Proposition 3.12 and assume that 
(4.la) N is niZpotent, 
(4.lb) Every abelian normal subgroup of G contained in N is cyclic, 
(4.lc) II/ isfaithful. 
If M is any nilpotent group, we denote by M, the unique p-Sylow sub- 
group of A4 for any prime p. Let MAN(G 1 N) be the subset ofall maximal 
elements (under inclusion) in the family ofall abelian normal subgroups of 
G contained in N. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that (4.la) nd (4.lb) hold (but not necessarily 
(4.1~)) and that A, B are two distinct members of MAN(GI N). Then 
A, = B, for all odd primes p, while A, and B, are two subgroups oforder 4in 
a quaternion group Q = A, B, of order 8. Furthermore, G is the central 
product QC of Q and its centralizer C = C(Q in G), with Q n C = Z(Q). 
Hence N is the central product of Q and C n N. 
Proof. Fix a prime p. If A, < B,,, then the nilpotency of N implies that 
B, A is a normal abelian subgroup ofG with A d B, A 6 N. The maximality 
of A forces ito equal B, A. So A, = B,. Similarly, B, d A, implies A, = B,. 
Hence: 
For each prime p, either A, = B, or A, n B, is strictly con- 
tained in both A, and B,. 
Since A # B there is some prime p such that A, # B,. By (4.lb) oth A
and B are cyclic. So the above arguments imply the xistence of elements CC, 
j? satisfying 
(4.3a) UEA,,-B,, and BEB~--~, 
(4.3b) g=p generates the cyclic group Z = A, n BP. 
The subgroups (a) and (/I) generated by aand p are characteristic in 
the cyclic groups A and B, respectively, and hence are normal in G. Their 
product Q = (CL )(/I )is a noncyclic normal subgroup ofG contained in N. 
So it is nonabelian by (4.lb). This and (4.3) imply that Z= Z(Q), that Q/Z 
is abelian oftype (p, p), and that [cc, /I] =~1~ ‘B- ‘c$ is an element y of 
order p in Z. We conclude that 
(4.4) 
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When p is odd the characteristic subgroup a(Q) generated by all 
elements of order p in Q is the abelian group (U/I ~ ’ ) x ( y ) of type (p, p). 
Since Q q G we have O(Q) d G and sZ(Q) < N. This contradicts (4.lb). 
Hence A, = B, whenever p is odd. So our present p is 2. 
If 121 B 4, then the characteristic subgroup O,(Q) generated by all 
elements of order 4 in Q is the abelian group s2,(Z)(c$’ ) of type (4,2). 
Again this contradicts (4.lb). So Z= (y) has order 2. This, (4.3) and (4.4) 
imply that Q is a quaternion group of order 8. 
The group G must centralize the groups (cc)/2 and (B)/Z of order 2. 
So it centralizes Q/Z = (cc) (fi)/Z. Since very automorphism of Q cen- 
tralizing Q/Z is inner, this implies that G is the central product QC with 
Q n C = Z. Furthermore, N isthe central product ofQ and C n N, because 
Q < N < G. Now (o! ) and (j3 )are clearly maximal among the cyclic 2-sub- 
groups of the central product N= Q(Cn N). Therefore A, = (a) and 
B, = (/I). The lemma is proved. 
For any (H, M, 4) E Y we define a subgroup Aut(H( 4, H/M) of the 
automorphism group Aut(H) of H by 
AWHI 4, H/M) = ( c( EAut( H)I 4” = 4 and CI centralizes H/M and fixes each 
xEWSHI4)). (4.5) 
Evidently Aut(HI 4, H/M) leaves invariant M= Dam(d) and the set 
MAN(H1 M) of subgroups ofM. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If (4.1) holds, then MAN(G I N) is a single 
Aut (G I $, G/N)-orbit. 
ProofI If A, B are two distinct members of MAN(G 1 N), then we have 
subgroups Q and C with the properties enumerated in Lemma 4.2. There is 
an automorphism rx’of the quaternion group Q sending A, onto B, and 
centralizing Z(Q).So a’ may be extended toan automorphism c( ofthe cen- 
tral product G = QC such that c1 centralizes C. Then LY fixes N = Q( C n N) 
and centralizes G/N N C/( Cn N). The nilpotency of N implies that 
A,=B,<C=C(QinG) for all odd primes p. 
So c1 centralizes A, = B,, for all odd p. Hence 
~“=fl A;=n B,,=B, 
P P 
where the products are over all primes p.
To complete he proof of the proposition, we eed only show that c1 fixes 
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both II/ and each 1E Irr(SG I IL). Let 8 b e any algebraic closure ofthe field 
5. In Ch(sN) the character + E Irr(SN) decomposes as 
II/ = t($ +l/P + . . . ), (4.7) 
where tis a positive nteger and $, $I,..., form an orbit in Irr(gN) under 
the Galois group of 8 over 3 (see Satz V.14.12 in[ 51). Evidently the 
Galois conjugates 5, $I,..., must all have the same kernel, which coincides 
with the kernel 1 of I/. So they are all faithful. 
Since & is algebraically losed, the faithful irreducible ‘&character $ of
the central product N= Q(C n N) is itself thecentral product $0of faithful 
characters 6 E Irr( SQ) and 0 E Irr( g C n N)). Because CYcentralizes C n N 
it fixes 0.There is only one faithful irreducible @-character of the quater- 
nion group Q. So c1 must fix 4. Therefore LY fixes 4.Similarly, a fixes g’,..., 
and so fixes $ by (4.7). 
We can do a similar analysis forany x E Irr(gG I+), decomposing t in 
Ch(sG) as 
x = s(i +j;’ + . . ), 
where sis a positive nteger and 2, f’,..., forman orbit nIrr(gN) under the 
Galois group of 8 over ‘& Each of the characters i, i’,..., mustlie over at 
least one of the above characters 6, $‘,..., and hence lies over the unique 
character 6. So it is the central product of6, which is a-invariant, with 
some character in Irr($C), which is also cc-invariant s nceC is centralized 
by CI. Therefore CI fixes i,2 ,..., andx. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let M be any nilpotent group in which every characteristic 
abelian subgroup is cyclic. Then the product D(M) of all the characteristic 
abelian subgroups ofM is a characteristic cyclic subgroup ofM, 
ProoJ We form a triple (G, N, rl/) E F-, where G is the semi-direct 
product ofM and Aut(M), where N is the normal subgroup M of G, and 
where + is the trivial character in Irr(GN). Our hypotheses aythat (4.la) 
and (4.lb) hold, while the members of MAN(G1 N) are precisely the
maximal characteristic abelian subgroups ofA4. So the theorem will be 
proved once we show that MAN(G 1 N) has only one element. 
If A, B are two distinct elements in MAN(G 1 N), then we have subgroups 
Q and C with the properties given in Lemma 4.2. As in the proof of 
Proposition 4.6,there is an automorphism CI ofthe central product G = QC 
fixing N and sending A onto B. The restriction of a to M= N is then an 
element ofAut(M) which does not fix A. This contradicts the fact that A is 
characteristic in M. Therefore MAN(G 1 N) has only one member D(M), 
and the theorem isproved. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. If q5 EIrr(sM) is faithful, then q5 vanishes on 
M - D(M). 
Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we may replace 5 by some 
algebraic closure g and assume that 
?J is algebraically c osed. 
The centralizer K= C(D(M) in M) is also characteristic in M, asis any 
characteristic abelian subgroup A of K. So any such A is cyclic, .e., K 
satisfies the same hypotheses a M. Evidently D(K) = D(M) = Z(K). 
Because 4 is faithful and D(M) is cyclic, any6 E Irr(d 1 SD(M)) is a faithful 
linear character of D(M). So the centralizer K of D(M) is precisely the
stabilizer M(6 >of 6. The unique character d(6) EIrr(sKI 6)from which 4
is induced inClifford’s Theory (1.20b), is faithful since K is nilpotent a d
d(6) lies over the faithful character 6 of Z(K). If #{6} vanishes on
K-D(K), then 4 = b(6}M clearly vanishes on M -- D(M) = (M - K) u 
(K - D(K)). So we may replace M and 4 by K and d{ 6 }, and assume that 
D(M) = Z(M). 
Now every characteristic abel an subgroup ofM is central. A well-known 
argument ofPhilip Hall (Hauptsatz 111.2.1l.b in [5]) tells u that M/Z(M) 
is abelian. So commutation in A4 defines a nonsingular, st ongly alter- 
nating, bilinear fo m on (M/Z(M)) x (M/Z(M)) to the cyclic group Z(M). 
As before, 4 lies over afaithful linear character 6 E Irr( gZ(M)). But there is 
only one character in Irr(gMI 6), and it is given by 
$4 = [M: Z(M)]“2 6 on Z(M), 
=o on M-Z(M) 
(this proved just as the corresponding statement forextra-special groups 
in Satz V.17.13 of[ 51). So the corollary is proved. 
Evidently (4.lb) implies that every characteristic abelian subgroup ofN 
is cyclic. So the characteristic subgroup D(N) is defined asin Theorem 4.8 
and I+G vanishes on N - D(N) by (4.1~) and Corollary 4.9. Philip Hall has 
classified all possible Sylow p-subgroups N  of N (see Satz 111.13.10 in [ 5)). 
We use this classification to compute xplicitly the p-Sylow subgroups 
D(N), =D(N,) of D(N). There are three cases in Philip Hall’s 
classification: 
Case 4.10a. p is odd. 
In this case Np is either a cyclic group C, or the central product C,E, of 
such a C, with an extra-special p-group E, of exponent p such that 
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C,nEE, =Z(E,). Clearly 1C,I is the exponent of yP and C,,= Z(N,) is 
characteristic abelian i N,. So D(N), is Z(N,) in this case. 
Case 4.10b. p= 2 and N, is either a cyclic group C2 or the central 
product C2E, of such a C, with an extra-special 2-group E, such that 
C, n Ez = Z( E,). 
If ) C2 1 is the exponent of N,, then we have D(N),=Z(N,)= C2 as 
above. If I C,l is not the exponent of NZ, then N,= E2 must be extra- 
special. Theclassilicaton of extra-special 2-groups in Satz 111.138 of [S] 
and the description of their automorphism groups in Bemerkung 111.13.9.b 
of [S] imply that D(N), is also Z(N,) in this case unless N, is dihedral of
order 8, when D(N), is the unique cyclic subgroup of order 4 in Nz. 
Case 4.10~. p= 2 and N, is either a dihedral, semi-dihedral or 
generalized quaternion group T, of order 2”+ ’ 2 16, or it is the central 
product T2E2 of such a T2 with an extra-special 2-group E2 such that 
T, n E, = Z(E,) = Z( T2) = Z(N,). 
The group T2 has a unique cyclic subgroup Cz of order 2” 3 8. Clearly 
I C2 1 is the exponent of N,. If N, = T,, then C2 is characteristic, and so
equals D(N)z. If N, = T,E,, then the derived group [N,, N,] is the sub- 
group of order 2”- ’ > 4 in C,. So it is not central inNZ, and its centralizer 
is the central product C2E, with C2 n E, = Z(E,). Finally, C2is the center 
of C, E,. So C, is also characteristic n his case, and hence quals D(N),, 
The following properties of D(N) = &D(N), follow immediately from 
the above descriptions of the possible D(N),: 
(4.1 la) [N, N] d D(N). 
(4.11b) Either D(N) = Z(N) or [N: C(D(N) in N)] = 2. In the lat- 
ter case1 Z(N), (= 2 while ID(N), 1 = 0 (mod 4). 
We use these properties to prove 
LEMMA 4.12. Suppose that (4.1) holds and that BEISC($ I SG) with 
N{8} q N. Then the triple (G(B), N(O), 0) a so satisfies (4.1). Furthermore, 1 
N(8) =C(A in N), where A=Z(N{8))oMAN(GIN), (4.13a) 
IZ(NLI =2 and (Z(N(8}), I ~0 (mod 4). (4.13b) 
Proof: From N{ 0} 4 G{e} and N(B) 9 N we conclude that 
N(B) a G{B)N= G (see (2.4b)). S o any characteristic abelian subgroup of 
N(0) is normal in G and hence cyclic by (4.lb). Thus the cyclic charac- 
teristic subgroup D = D(N{B)) of N{ 0) is defined as in Theorem 4.8. 
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Because D is normal in G and contained inN, we may pick some 
A E MAN(G ) N) such that D <A. 
If 0 is not faithful, thenthe nilpotence of N{O} = Dam(B) gives us some 
subgroup P<Z(N{B})nKer(B) such that 1P 1 is a prime. But Z(N{ f3} ) is 
cyclic. So that P is characteristic in Z(N{B)) and normal in N. It follows 
that 
1 < P < Ker(W) =Ker($). 
This contradicts (4.1~). Therefore 8 E Irr(gN{ O}) is faithful. 
Now Corollary 4.9tells us that 0 vanishes on N(8) -D. Since 
N(B) 4 N, we conclude that 
C(A in N) < C(D in N) < N{ O} < N. (4.14) 
The characteristic cyclic subgroup D(N) is certainly contained in some 
member A’ of MAN(G 1 N). By Proposition 4.6 there is some 
automorphism of N sending A’onto A and, of course, fixing D(N). So 
D(N)<A. 
Suppose that D(N) = A. Then (4.11b) and (4.14) imply that N(B) = C(A 
in N) and hence that A < Z(N(B}). Since Z(N(8)) d D(N(8)) =D G A, we 
conclude that (4.13a) holds. Now (4.13b) follows from (4.11b). 
Suppose that D(N) <A. Then A is not characteristic in N. Sothere exists 
some other member B of MAN(G 1 N). As above, we have D(N) < B. Now 
there exist subgroups Q and C with the properties stated inLemma 4.2. 
Since 
1 <Z(N), dD(N), <A2 n B, = Z(Q), 
and (Z(Q)1 = 2, we must have 
D(N), =Z(N), =Z(Q) has order 2. 
This and (4.11b) imply that D(N)=Z(N). 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that A, is characteristic in N for any odd p. 
So A, < D(N), =Z(N),. From the structure of N = QC in Lemma 4.2 we 
conclude that 
C(AinN)=C(A,inN)=A,(CnN), 
which is a subgroup ofindex 2 in N. This and (4.14) give 
C(A in N) = N{ O}. 
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As before, this implies (4.13a). We have already seen that 1Z(N), 1= 2, 
while 1Z(N{ 0})z 1= ( A, 1 = 4 by Lemma 4.2. Thus (4.13b) holds in this case 
too. 
In any case let A” be a normal abelian subgroup ofG{0} contained in 
N(8). Then A”A= A”Z(N{B)) . is a so 1 an abelian normal subgroup of 
G(8) contained in N{ 19}. Furthermore, (4.11a) implies that 
[A”A,N]<[N,N]<D(N)<A<A”A. 
So A”A is normal in N, and hence is normal in G(8) N= G. Now (4.lb) 
says that A”A and its ubgroup A” are both cyclic. This completes the 
proof that (G(B), N(8), 0) satisfies (4.1) and that he lemma holds. 
We can finally describe SL($I SC), which is our goal in this ection. 
THEOREM 4.15. Zf (4.1) holds, then SL($I SG) is either {$} or the set 
u Irr(ll/ 1 gC(A in N)). (4.16) 
A E MAN(GIN) 
In both cases SL($ Ii’$G) isa single Aut(G I$, G/N)-orbit. 
Proof. First, note that he set (4.16) isasingle Aut(G III/, G/N)-orbit. It 
is certainly invariant u der Aut(G Irl/, G/N). For each A E MAN(GI N) 
the centralizer C(A in N) is normal in N. So conjugation by the elements 
of N, which is a subgroup of Aut(G I$, G/N), acts transitively on 
Irr( $ I@2(A in N)) by Clifford’s Theory (1.20a). Proposition 4.6 implies 
that Aut(G IIc/, G/N) permutes transitively th  sets Irr($ I gC(A in N)), for 
A E MAN(G I N). Hence that group acts transitively on theset (4.16), and
that set is an Aut(G I$, G/N)-orbit. 
Next observe that we only need prove 
(4.17) If4~ ISC($ If$G) and 4 #I++, then q5 lies in the set (4.16). 
Indeed, both {$} and (4.16) are Aut(G) II/, G/N)-orbits in Irs($ IgN). If 
+ is SC-quasi-primitive, then it is the only member of CC(+ I SG) = 
DCC($ISG) by (2.15) and (2.3). In this case SL($I SG)= ($1 and the 
theorem holds. If $ is not SG-quasi-primitive, then II/F$SL($ ISC) by 
(2.16b). Since SL($ I3G) is an Aut(G III/, G/N)-invariant subset of 
ISC($ I3G), it follows from this, (4.17) and the preceding paragraph t at 
SL(Ic/  SG) is the set (4.16) and that he theorem holds. Sowe only need 
prove (4.17). 
If ~EISC($I~G) with d#$, then b<+ by (1.18b). So N(d)= 
Dam($) <N by (2.4~). We may consider N as a G{ $)-group and N{ d} as a 
G{d )-subgroup f N, using conjugation in G as the action fG(d) on N. 
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The nilpotence (4.la) ofN implies the xistence of some G(d)-subgroup A4 
satisfying 
It follows from (2.4a) nd (1.9b) that (2.4a) lso holds with 0= 4”’ in place 
of 4. Since G(4) fixes 4 and M, it fixes 8.By (2.4b) the subgroup G(4) of 
G(8) covers G/N. Hence so does G(B), i.e., 8 EISC($ 1SG) with 
N{ O} = Dam(B) =A4 4 N. Now the hypotheses of Lemma 4.12 are satisfied 
and (4.13b) gives 
I Z(N), I= 2, (4.18a) 
IZW{W,I >2. (4.18b) 
Suppose that $<O. Since (G(B), N(8), 0) satisfies (4.1) byLemma4.12 
and 4 E ISC(0 1gG{ t7}) by Lemma 2.7, we may repeat the above arguments 
with (G{ O}, N{ e}, 0) in pl ace of (G, N, Ic/). Theequivalent of (4.18a) in this 
new situation tells u that IZ(N{8}),I =2,which contradicts (4.18b). 
Therefore #=O. But etzIrr(+l~N{B)) liesin (4.16) by(4.13a). So (4.17) 
and the theorem are both proved. 
5. RESTRICTORS AND INDUCTORS 
We return to an arbitrary t iple (G, N, tj) in the set F of (2.1). By a 
restrictor of(G, N, II/) wemean a triple (H, M, 4) E 9 satisfying 
H<G and HN=G, (5la) 
M=HnN, (5.lb) 
4=*&f and (42 4) = ($?$I. (5lc) 
The properties of restrictors an best be understood by analogy with those 
of inductors of (G, N, $), which are triples (H, M, 4) E F satisfying (5.la) 
and (5.lb), utwith 
dN=* and (43 4) = ($9 $1 (5.lc’) 
in place of (5.1~). The important observation s that inductors form 
another way of looking atISC(+ ISG). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The inductors of (G, N, $) are precisely the triples 
(G{+l, N(4), 41, where 4 runs over all characters inISC($ ISG). 
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Proof. Let (H, M, 4) be an inductor of (G, N, $). By (5.1~‘) and(1.16) 
we have M=N{4}. Since (H, M, ~)EY-, we have H<G{#} by (2.1). But 
H covers G/N by (5.la), nd
HnN=M=N{qb}=G{#}nN 
by (5.lb). So H must equal G(d). Now (2.4a) nd (2.4b) are satisfied. So 
4 E IWlcI SW 
Conversely, if 4E ISC($ 1SC), then (2.4) implies that (G(d), N(4), 4) is 
an inductor of (G, N, $). So the proposition holds. 
We shall give the properties of inductors andrestrictors in corresponding 
pairs. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Any inductor (H, M, 4) of (G, N, +) is determined by 
its character 4. Indeed, H= G(d) and M= N(d). 
Any restrictor (H, M, 4) of (G, N, $) is determined by its group H. Indeed, 
M=HnNandd=$,. 
Proof: The first half of this proposition comes from Proposition 5.2. 
The rest comes from (5.lb) and (5.1~). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf (H, M, I$) is an inductor f(G, N, $), then induction 
to G is a norm-preserving b jection ( .)” of Irr(gHI 4)onto Irr( %G1 II/). 
If (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of (G, N, tj), then restriction o H is a norm- 
preserving bijection ( .)H of Irr(SG) $ onto Irr(jjHI 4).
Proof The first half of this proposition follows from Propositions 5.2 
and 2.6. For the second half we modify trivially the proof of Theorem 2.2 of 
[4], on which that of Proposition 2.6 is based. 
Let x1 ,..., xn for some positive nteger n, be the distinct members of 
Irr( $jG III/). Then there are strictly positive ntegers a, ,..., a, such that 
Using (5.1) and Mackey’s Formula (l.l5a), we compute that 
4” = (ICIMY = (4QG)H = i: 4x,)H. 
i=l 
(5.5) 
The G-invariance of $ and Mackey’s Formula (1.15b) imply that 
(tic, $“I =Cc: WC+, II/). 
Similarly, we have 
(dHt d”) = CH: Ml(d> 4). 
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But [G: N] = [H: M] and (I++, $) = (&d) by (5.1). So 
(VY 9”) = (4c 4”). 
Substituting in this the above xpressions f r $” and #H, we obtain 
i aia,(Xi, Xj) = 2 uiaj((Xi)H3 (Xj)H). 
ij= 1 l,j = 1 
We know from (1.2) that 
(xi, xj)=O< ((x;)“, (xj)“) for all i, j= l,..., n with i#j, 
and from (1.5) that 
0 < (Xi, Xi) d ((X~)H, (Xi)H) for a/l i= l,.-, n. 
Since the a, are all strictly positive, this and the preceding equality mply 
that 
O = ((Xi)H, (Xj)H) for all i, j= l,..., n with i#j, 
O < ((XilH3 (Xi)H) = (Xi3 Xi) for all i = l,..., n, 
and hence that (x,)~,..., (I,,)~ are distinct members of Irr(FjH) by (1.6). In 
view of (5.5) and (l.l9a), these last characters are precisely the members of 
Irr(gHl 4). So the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Zf (Z, L, 0) is an inductor f(G, N, t/r) and (H, M, 4) is 
an inductor f(Z, L, e), then (H, M, 4) is an inductor f(G, N, $). 
If (I, L, 0) is a restrictor of (G, N, $) and (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of 
(Z, L, e), then (H, M, r$) is a restrictor of (G, N, II/). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definitions of i ductors 
and restrictors (see (5.1)). 
The following pretty heorem of Isaacs, which we use with his per- 
mission, will be critical for the proof of our main theorem. 
THEOREM 5.7 (Isaacs). Let(II, L,, 0,) and (I,,, L,, t3,) be two inductors 
of (G, N, $) such that L, LO = N and both 8, and BO have the same restriction 
4 to M = L, A LO. Then 4 is stabilized by H = I, n I, and the triple 
(H, M, 4) is a restrictor of both (Z,, L,, 0,) and (I,, L,, 0,). Furthermore, 
the norm-preserving b jections of Proposition 5.4now form a “commutative 
diagram” 
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(5.8) 
in the sense that any elements x,E Irr(gZ, IO ) and x0 E Irr(gZo) 0,  having 
the same image in Irr(gG ( $) h azle the same image in Irr(?$ZI 4).
Proof: Since r = 0,” =$ and N= L, L, with L, n L, = M, Mackey’s 
Formula (1.15b) tells u that 
But (e,, e,)=(&,, & )= ($, $) by (5.1~‘) for8, and 8,,. This and (1.6) tell 
us that 
From L,gZ, and L,AZ, it follows that M=L,nL,qZ,nZo=H. 
Since H fixes both 8, and M, it fixes 4 =(e,),. So(H, M, 4)~ F. In view 
of (5.lb) for (I,, L , 0,) and (I,, Lo, e,), we have 
H n Li = (II n IO) n (Ii n N) = (Z, n N) n (IO n N) 
=L,nL,=M, 
for i= l,O. We know from (5.la) nd (5.lb) for (I,, L,, 0,) that 
G=Z,N=Z,L,L,=Z,L,,. (5.9) 
Since L,, <Z, < G, we may intersect both ends of this equality with Z, to 
obtain 
I, = (I, n Z,) Lo = HL,. 
A symmetric argument shows that I, = HL,, which completes the proof 
that (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of both (II, L,, 0,) and (I,, L,,, 0,). 
Proposition 5.4 says that he maps in (5.8) are all bijections of the 
indicated s ts. Sowe must show that ~7 = xf if and only if (x~)~ = (x~)~, 
whenever x1E Irr(SZ1 I 0,) and x0 E Irr(gZ, I 0 ). Since all these characters 
are irreducible, t suffices by (1.2) toshow that (x:, x,“) > 0 if and only if 
((x~)~, (x~)~) > 0. But Mackey’s Formula (1.15b) gives 
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(which implies the desired result), since G = I1 I0 by (5.9) and H= I, n Z,. 
So the theorem is proved. 
We shall need special information about restrictors when (4.1) holds. 
LEMMA 5.10. If (4.1) hoIds and (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of (G, N, II/), 
then N= D(N) A4 and G = D(N) H. 
Prooj Clearly A4< D(N) A4 6 N. From (5.1~) and (1.9a) weconclude 
that 
(+ II/ D(N)Mv D(N)M) = ($7 II/). 
Corollary 4.9tells u that $ vanishes outside D(N). This and (l.la) imply 
that 
Since D(N) d D(N) A4, asimilar argument gives 
Because ($, II/) > 0, the above three equations yield 1 NI = ( D(N) MI, and 
hence N=D(N)M. By (5.la) this implies G=HN=HD(N)M=D(N)H, 
since D(N) A G and M< H. So the lemma holds. 
The following keyconsequence of Lemma 5.10 was pointed out to us by 
Isaacs inthe case of algebraically losed 3.
THEOREM 5.11. Zf (4.1) holds and D(N) =Z(N), then any restrictor 
(H, M, 4) of (G, N, II/) also satisfies (4.1). Zf, in addition, $ is $jG-quusi- 
primitive, then 4 is SH-quasi-primitive. 
Proof Evidently A4 <N is nilpotent a dthe restriction 4 of the faithful 
character II/is faithful. If A is an abelian normal subgroup ofH contained 
in M, then Ad N is normalized by Z(N) H = D(N) H, which equals G by 
Lemma 5.10. So A is cyclic by(4.lb). Therefore (H,M, 4) also satisfies 
(4.1). 
IfKIIHandK<M,thenKbNandKdZ(N)H=G.If$isi-jG-quasi- 
primitive, th n(2.14) and (5.1~) imply that Irr(dl SK) = Irr(+ I SK) con- 
tains only one element. So 4 is SH-quasi-primitive, and the theorem is 
proved. 
The following example shows that he conclusions of Theorem 5.11 need 
not obtain when D(N) # Z(N). 
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EXAMPLE 5.12. Let G = N be dihedral of order 16. Then N = (0, t) is 
generated by two elements (r, rsubject only to the relations 
(g=g= 1 and (T*=a-‘. 
As usual, et Q, be the cyclotomic f eld Q[o] generated over the rational 
field Q by a primitive 8throot of unity o. For 3 we take the real subfield 
Q[o+o-‘1 of a,. 
Let ;1 be the faithful character in Irr( Q,( a)) sending 0 to o. Then 
N(A) =Dom(l)= ((T) and 1+%=1~~1rr(Q~N) has values 
l+b=A+A-’ on (a>, 
=o on N-(a). 
(5.13) 
So all values ofII/ lie in 3 and the primitive central idempotent (+) of (1.3) 
lies in SN. The simple s-algebra e($) 5N has dimension ICI(l)* = 4 and 
contains the noncentral idempotent ($)(r - 1)/2. Hence it is a full matrix 
algebra ofdegree 2 over 5 and $ E Irr(gN). 
Clearly (G, N, I,+) lies in Y with N nilpotent a dII/ faithful. Any normal 
subgroup K of N is either contained in (a) or is one of the dihedral 
groups N, (o’, r) and (g*, ar ). In the latter case tiK is faithful of degree 2,
and so lies in Irr(SK), since K is not abelian. I  the former case K is the 
cyclic group (am) for m = 1, 2,4, or 8. If m = 4 or 8, then (5.13) implies 
that eK is irreducible overthe real field 3.If m = 1 or 2, then $K is twice 
the unique faithful linear character 2, EIrr(gK). So (4.1) holds and II/ is 
even SG-quasi-primitive. 
Let H = M be the dihedral subgroup ( 02, r) of index 2 in N. Then the 
restriction 4 = $ME Irr( $JM) satisfies 
(d>dJ) = 1 = ($?$I. 
It follows that (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of (G, N, $). But H= A4 has the 
normal abelian subgroup (04, t) of type (2,2). Sothe faithful character 4 
is not even SH-elementary primitive, let alone SH-quasi-primitive. 
Since the conclusions of Theorem 5.11 are vital for the proof of our main 
theorem, weneed conditions n 5 and N which ensure their validity. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. rf (4.1) holds and I N ( is odd, then D(N) = Z(N). rf 
(4.1) holds, ifJ-1 E 5 and if $ is SG-q uasi-primitive, hen D(N) = Z(N). 
Proof: The first atement of he proposition follows from (4.11b). The
center Z(N) is a subgroup of D(N) (see the definition of D(M) in 
Theorem 4.8), and hence is the centralizer C(N in D(N)). If D(N) #Z(N), 
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then (4.11b) implies that he cyclic group D(N) has a characteristic sub- 
group (a) generated by an element c of order 4, and that 
Z(N),=C(Nin (a))= (a’). If 0~8, then Irr(S(a)) has exactly two 
faithful linear members 1 and I-‘, which form an N-orbit. Because 
+ E Irr(gN) is faithful and(a) 9 N, this and Clifford’s Theory (1.20a) 
imply that Irr(ll/ 1 s( 0)) is the two-element se{A, 1~ ’ }. This is impossible 
if $is GG-quasi-primitive. s nce (a) d G with (a) < N (see (2.14)). So the 
proposition holds. 
More subtle conditions  5 will follow from 
LEMMA 5.15. Suppose that (4.1) holds, that (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of 
(G, N, $), that ij[od] is the extension field of 3 generated bysome primitive 
1 D(N)1 th root of unity wd and that co, is a primitive 1 Clth root of unity in 
G[o,], where C is the subgroup D(N) n M of D(N). Then co, also generates 
NodI over 5. 
Proof We know from Corollary 4.9that I(/ vanishes outside D(N), and 
hence that 4= +M vanishes outside C.This and (l.la) imply that 
But (I,$, $) = (&d) by (5.1~) and [N: D(N)] = [M: C] by Lemma 5.10. So
(II/ D(N)? tiD(N)) = ($0 $C). 
We may use ither (1.5) orthe techniques of the proof of Proposition 5.4 
to conclude from the preceding equation that restriction to C is a norm- 
preserving bijection of Irr(+ 1 FJiD( N)) onto Irr($I SC). In particular, if 
6 E Irr($ I gD( N)), then 6, E Irr( gC) and 
Clifford’s Theory (1.20a) tells u that Irr(+ I SD(N)) just consists of the 
N-conjugates of 6, ince $ is @irreducible and D(N) A N. Because D(N) is 
cyclic, thekernel of6 is normal in N, and hence coincides with the kernel 1 
of the faithful character I++. So6 is a faithful irreducible s-character of the 
cyclic group D(N). It follows that S[O~] is isomorphic to EndSD&L);n), 
for any SD(N)-module !JJI affording 6. This and (l.lb) tell us that 
(44 = dim&H~J). 
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The irreducible @character 6, of C is faithful since 6 is. As above, this 
implies that 
(6,, 6,) =dim8,(5Cwcl). 
This and the two preceding equations say that $j[od] and its ubfield 
G[w,] have the same finite dimension ver 5. So they are equal and the 
lemma is proved. 
First, weapply Lemma 5.15 to the situation where 5 is the cyclotomic 
field Q,generated over the rational field Q by a primitive kthroot of unity 
for some integer k > 0. 
THEOREM 5.16. Suppose that (4.1) holds, that 5 is a cyclotomic field, 
that +b is SG-quasi-primitive, and hat (H, M, 4) is a restrictor of (G, N, t,b). 
Then N=Z(N)M. So (H, M, 4) also satisfies (4.1) and 4 is SH-quasi- 
primitive. 
Proof We may assume that 5= QZk for some integer k > 0. Then the 
fields g[oJ and s[w,] of Lemma 5.15 are isomorphic to Q, and Q,, 
respectively, wheren and m are the least common multiples: 
n = lcm() D(N)I, 2k) and m=lcm(lCI,2k). 
Since m and n are both even, the isomorphism Q, N Q, coming from 
Lemma 5.15 implies that n= m, i.e., that 
lcm(ID(N)I,2k)=lcm(lC1,2k). (5.17) 
If D(N) =Z(N), then N=D(N) M=Z(N) M by Lemma 5.10. If 
D(N) #Z(N), then ,/-r 4 5 = Q,, by Proposition 5.14. Sok is odd. Since 
4 divides I D(N)1 by (4.11b), this and (5.17) imply that ID(N),) = I C,I. 
Hence D(N), is equal to its ubgroup C,d M. This and Lemma 5.10 tell us
that 
N= D(N) M= fl D(N),M, 
where p runs over all odd primes. But D(N), =Z(N), for any such p by 
Case 4.10a. Therefore N =Z(N) M in all cases. The equality N =Z(N) M 
implies the rest of the theorem as in the proof of Theorem 5.11. 
When 5 is the rational field Q the consequences of Lemma 5.15 are ven 
more startling. 
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THEOREM 5.18. Suppose that (4.1) holds, that 3 = Q and that (H, M, 4) 
is a restrictor of (G, N, tj). Then either (H, M, 4) = (G, N, $) or 
(5.19) IMI isoddand IN,)=2. 
Proof Just as in the proof of Theorem 5.16, wenow have (5.17) with 
k = 1. It follows that either I D(N)1 = I Cl or I D(N)( =2 ( Cl with ICl odd. 
In the former case D(N) = C < A4 and N = D(N) M = A4 by Lemma 5.10. 
This implies that (H, M, 4) = (G, N, II/) m view of (5.la) nd (5.1~). In the 
latter case Ma N since [N: M] = [D(N): C] = 2. If M, # 1, then the nor- 
mal subgroup M, of the 2-group N,must have a nontrivial intersection 
with Z(N,), which is a subgroup ofD(N),. Hence 
l<Z(N,)nM,<D(N),nM=C,. 
This is impossible since 1 CI is odd. Hence M, = 1 and I MI is odd. This 
and [N: M] = 2 imply that IN, I= 2. So the theorem is proved. 
6. CONTROL 
Recall that we have fixed a triple (G, N, $) lying in the family F of (2.1), 
and that any 4 in the set ISC(+ 1SG) of (2.4) defines another triple 
(G(d)*, N(d)*, ~*)EF by (2.12). We shall say that ~EISC($ ISG) con- 
trols 0 E ISC($ ISG) (and write ‘4 5 0’) if there exists some p having the 
following properties: 
(6.la) ,uis a monomorphism ofthe group G{d}* into G{ /3}* such that he 
tripZe (~(G(c$)*), u(N{rj}*), u(d*)), where p(#*) is the unique character in 
Irr(Bp(N{d}*)) whese composition with p is rj*, is a restrictor of (G{O>*, 
N(8)*, t9*) in the sense of (5.1). 
(6. lb) The composition f the isomorphism of G{ #} */N{ q5} * onto 
~(G~~~*)I~L(N~~~*)=~L(G~~~*)I(cL(G~~~*)~N~~~*) induced bv P with 
the natural isomorphism of the latter g oup onto u(G{ c,z~} *) N{ 6> */N{ O} * = 
G{B}*/N{B}* (see (5.la) nd (5.lb)) . 1s an isomorphism p* which preserves 
the isomorphisms (2.13a) for4 and 8, in the sense that he following diagram 
commutes 
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(6.1~) The norm-preserving b jection .o,U :Irr( SC{ 0} * 1 (I*) - 
Irr(gG[#]* I#*), sending each XE Irr(GG{0}* 1 O ) into its composition 
xop with p, preserves thebijections (2.13b) for8 and I$, in the sense that he 
following diagram commutes: 
WW{4~*l4*) 
T 
( F 
‘t, ,‘fJ 
47 WSG I +) 
Irr(gG{e}* IO ) 
If, in addition, the“image” (p(G{#}*), p(N{b}*), ~(4*)) of (G(4)*, 
N(d)*, 4*) coincides with (G(B)*, N(8)*, 0*), then we say that 4 is 
equivalent to 8 and write ‘4 -8’. Of course, these definitions depend on the 
triple (G, N, $) we chose in the beginning. When this dependence is impor- 
tant, we indicate it by writing ‘45 8 w.r.t. (G, N, $)’ or ‘4 - 8 w.r.t. 
(G, N $)‘. 
The above definition is rather long. So some discussion of its meaning is 
in order. By(2.13) there are two natural connections between the triples 
(G(b)*, N(4)*, d*) and (G, N, $): the factor g oups G(q5}*/N(#}* and
G/N are naturally isomorphic, and the sets Irr(gG(q$}* Id*) and 
Irr(gG 1 II/) are in a natural one-to-one correspondence. We want a relation 
between the triples (G(d)*, N(d)*, q5*) and (G(B)*, N(O)*, 0*) which 
preserves those two connections between these triples and(G, N, $). 
Control issuch arelation. The map p of (6.1) defines an isomorphism of 
(GW*, N(d)*, d*) t on o a “subtriple” (p(G(q5}*), p(N{q5}*), ,~(q5*)) of 
(G(B)*, N(B)*, e*). Th is subtriple is arestrictor by (6.la). In view of (5.1) 
this just says that 
~L(G(~J*)~G(e)*=~(G(~)*)N(e)*, (6.2a) 
~L(N(~)*)=~(G(~)*)nN(e)*, (6.2b) 
PL(~*) = (e*)p(N{41e) hasthe same norm as 8*. (6.2~) 
Conditions (6.2a) and (6.2b) lead to the isomorphism 
p*: G{~}*/N{q5}*rG{0}*/N{8}* which, in (6.lb), isassumed to 
preserve the isomorphisms (2.13a) ofG/N onto these two factor g oups. 
We know from Proposition 5.4 that restriction o ,u(G(~}*) is a norm- 
preserving bijection of Irr(SG(B}* 1 e ) onto Irr(Sp(G{$}*)l p(#*)). This 
leads to the norm-preserving bijection .op: Irr(gG{ 0}* lo*) w1 
Irr(~G{~}*l+*) which, in (6.1~) is assumed to preserve the norm- 
preserving bijections (2.13b) ofthese two sets onto Irr(gGI+). 
Many things connected with the characters q5 and 0 are the same when 4 
controls 8. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. If 4, 0~ ISC($ 1SG) and 4 5 8, then the simple 
&zlgebrus e(4) TjN(qS} 1:e(d*) W(d)* and e(0) ‘@V{O} N e(O*) WV(O)* 
are isomorphic to each other. Inparticular, the characters 4, ~,5*, 8*, and 8 
all have the same degree 
and the same norm 
(4, d)= w, 4*) = (e*, e*) =(0, ). 
Proof By (2.12) the natural epimorphism of gN{d} onto gN{ d} * 
sends the subalgebra e(d) @V(d) of the former isomorphically onto
e(4*) gN{d} *. Evidently hemap p of (6.1) induces anisomorphism of 
this last algebra onto e(p(d*)) gp(N{4}*), which is isomorphic to
@*) iwe)*, and hence to e(0) $JN{0}, by(6.2~) and (1.6). This proves 
the first atement of he proposition. The rest follows from this and (l.lb). 
It should be remarked that he quality of norms in Proposition 6.3 also 
follows directly from (2.4a) for 4and 0. Of course, we can prove somewhat 
similar properties for the characters corresponding to each other in (6.1~). 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If 4, 8 E ISC(r/l IgG) and C$ 5 0, then the indices 
CG: GV)l= CN: N(d)1 and [G: G{O}] = [N:N{O}] are the same 
integer n.Zf~EIrr(~G{B}IB) is inflatedfrom X*EIrr(~G{0}*18*) and if 
x’l E Irr(gG(4) 14)is inflated f rom the corresponding character x*op E 
Irr(gG{d}*Id*) in (6.lc), then the two simple @algebras e(x) gG{O} N 
e(x*) gG{e}* and e(x”) gG{$} 1: e(x* op) gG{4}* are isomorphic to each 
other. Furthermore, xc = (f)” E Irr(gG I$) and e(XG) gG is isomorphic to 
the algebra of all n x n matrices with entries inone of the above simple 
algebras. 
Proof We know from (2.12) that e(x) gG(e} -e(x*) ‘??G{e}* and 
W’) iJiG 1: e(x*op) SG{d)*, for any x E Irr( gG{ 0 > 10). It follows from 
(1.6), (6.2) and Proposition 5.4 that e(x*) gG{e}* 1: e((X*),cG(CJ*J) 
gp(G{ 4) *), which last algebra isisomorphic to e(x* 0p) gG{4}* since p is 
a monomorphism. So the second statement of he proposition holds. 
Condition (6.1~) tels us that xc= (x~)‘EI~~(BGI $). It follows that 
[G:G(e}l xU)=X~U)=W)~U)= CG: G{4}1 x”(1). 
Since x(1) =x”( 1) by the above argument, and since some 
~~W!WW) certainly exists, this implies the first atement of the 
proposition. Now (1.8) gives the rest of the proposition. 
Control and equivalence are closely related. 
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PROPOSITION 6.5. Control is a partial ordering on ISC($ 1%G), with 
equivalence as its associated equivalence relation (i.e., if 4, t3 EISC( II/ 1 SG), 
then 4-e ifandonly $450 andtlsb). 
Proof From (6.1) and (6.2) itis straightforward to showthat control is
a transitive and reflexive relation on ISC($l SG), i.e., that it is a partial 
ordering. If 4 -8, for 4, 8 E ISC($ 1SG), then d5 8 by definition and 85 4 
since the map p of (6.1) now has an inverse which satisfies th  quivalent of 
(6.1) with 4and 0 interchanged. Conversely, if 45 8, then there is amap p 
with the properties (6.1). So lG{d}*l < IG{O}*l since p is a 
monomorphism. If,in addition, 8 5 4, then 1 G{ 8 > * 1 < 1 G(# > * 1 by sym- 
metry. So IG{#}*l= lG{e>*l and p(G{d}*)=G{8}*. By (6.2b) and 
(6.2~) this implies that p(N{ 4}*) =N{ e}* and p(d*) = 8*. Therefore 4 - 8 
and the proposition is proved. 
In trying toestablish control wemay pass to suitable “subtriples” or 
“factor triples” of (G, N, $). We begin with subtriples. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose that I$, 8, Ic/’ E ISC($ I5G) satisfy 4 < II/’ and 
8 d II/‘. Then G’ = G{I+V} and N’ = N{ t+b’} join with $’ to form a triple 
(G’, N’, $‘) EY and 4, 8 lie in ISC($’ I GG’). Furthermore, 4 5 8 w.r.t. 
(G, N, t,b) ifand only if1+4sb’ w.r.t. (G’, N’, I+V). 
ProoJ: It follows from (2.4~) for $’ that (G’, N’, I++‘) E Y. Lemma 2.7 
tells u that 4, lJ EISC(t,V I GG’). We know from (2.8) that G’{ #} = G{ 4} 
and G’(8) =G(0). It follows from this and (2.12) that (G’(d)*, N’(d)*, 
4*)= (G{d>*, N(4)*, 4*) and (G’(e)*, ivyq*, e*)=w{e)*, N(e)*, 
e*). Thus the maps p satisfying (6.la) for (G’, N’, I,+‘) coincide with the 
maps p satisfying (6.la) for (G, N, II/). From now on we fix such ap. 
It is clear f om (2.13a) that he isomorphism ./d: G/NzG{d}*/N{4}* is
the composition of the natural isomorphism of G/N (which equals GIN/N 
by (2.4b) for t,V) onto G’jN (which equals G’/(G’n N)by (2.4~) for I,?‘) 
with the similar isomorphism ./d: G’/N’ r G’{d}*/N’{$}*. Thisand the 
corresponding statement for8imply that (6.1 b)holds for (G’, N’, II/‘) if and 
only if it holds for (G, N, II/). 
It is clear from (2.13b) that the bijection (.)“:Irr(~G{~}*)~*) 
Z--H Irr(SGl II/) is the composition of the similar bijection (.)“‘: 
WSG’~~~*l4*) - Irr(gG’ I I,+‘) with induction t  G, which is abijection 
of Irr(SG It,V) onto Irr(SG I $) by Proposition 2.6.This and the 
corresponding statement for8imply that (6.1~) holds for (G’, N’, r+Y) ifand 
only if it holds for (G, N, I,+). So the proposition is proved. 
For factor t iples w  tart with some L g G such that L < Ker(ll/). As in
Proposition 2.17, we form a triple (G’, N’, $‘) E,Y-, where G’ = G/L and 
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N’ = N/L, while $ is inflated from $’ E Irr(sN’). With this notation we
have 
PROPOSITION 6.7. rf 4, 9 E ISC($ 1SG) are respectively inflated from #‘, 
I~‘EISC($‘I~~G’), then q45tIw.r.t. (G, N, II/) ifand only ifqYs0’ w.r.t. (G’, 
N’, 0 
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.17 and 
the definition of control via (6.1). 
Finally, we note that he group Aut(G I$, G/N) of (4.5) not only preser- 
ves control but satisfies 
PROPOSITION 6.8. If 4, 0 E ISC($ )SG) are Aut(G I+, G/N)-conjugate, 
then 4N 8. 
Proof. Pick an GI EAut(G I$, G/N) such that 4” = 8. It is evident from 
(2.12) that c1 induces anisomorphism p of G{ d} * onto G{ e} * carrying 
N(4)* onto N(O)* and b* onto O*. So (6.la) holds with @(G(d)*), 
p(N{$}*), p(d*)) = (G(O)*, N(O)*, e*). Condition (6.lb) comes from the 
fact hat CI centralizes G/N, while (6.1~) holds because tl is an 
automorphism of G fixing each XE Irr(gG) $ (see (4.5)). So the 
proposition is proved. 
7. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this ection we suppose that N is nilpotent. So our hypotheses are
(7.1) Ic/ is a G-invariant irreducible &character ofa nilpotent normal sub- 
group N of a finite group G, where 3 is a field of characteristic zero.
Example 8.6 below shows that he following theorem is false without 
some additional hypothesis. So weshall assume that one of the following 
holds: 
(7.2a) IN ( is odd, 
(7.2b) ,/- 1 E 5, 
(7.2~) 5 is a cyclotomicfield. 
Note that he case $J =@ is covered by(7.2b) and the case $J =Q by (7.2~). 
The set SL($ I$JG) of all $JG-stabilizer limitsof$ was defined just before 
(2.16). Itsubset ESL($) $JG) of all elementary SG-stabilizer mits of$ 
was defined in(3.7). 
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MAIN THEOREM 7.3. Suppose that (7.1) and one of (7.2a), (7.2b) or 
(7.2~) hold. Then any elementary SG-stabilizer limit 4 of $ controls (in the 
sense of Sect. 6) any SG-stabilizer limit 8 of $. 
Proof We shall prove a series oflemmas assuming that 
(7.4a) r$ EESL($ 1 SG) does not control 8 ESL(@ 1 SG), and 
(7.4b) Theorem 7.3 holds for any strictly smaller value of 1 G I. 
These lemmas will ead to a contradiction, thusproving the theorem. 
LEMMA 7.5. $ is faithful. 
Proof If $ is not faithful, then L = Ker($) is a nontrivial normal sub- 
group of G. So G’ = G/L satisfies 1 G’I< 1 G 1, and the theorem ust hold 
for the triple (G’, N’, $‘) of Propositions 2.17, 3.11, and 6.7. We know from 
Proposition 3.11 that 4 is inflated from some 4’ E ESL($’ 1SG’) and from 
Proposition 2.17 that 8is inflated from some 0’ E SL($’ ISG’). Then 4’ 5 8’ 
by the induction hypothesis (7.4b). This implies that 4 5 0 by 
Proposition 6.7, thus contradicting (7.4a) nd proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 7.6. Some noncyclic abeliun normal subgroup of G is contained 
in N. 
Proof: If this is false, then (7.1) and Lemma 7.5 tell us that the con- 
ditions (4.1) are all satisfied. By Theorem 4.15 the two members 4 and 8 of 
SL($ I SG) are Aut(G I$, G/N)-conjugate. Thus4 N 8 and hence 4 S 0 by 
Propositions 6.8and 6.5. This contradicts (7.4a) nd proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 7.7. There xist p, A, a, G’, N’, and $’ satisfying 
(7.8a) p is a prime. 
(7.8b) A is an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup of G contained in 
N such that 
1 <Q(Z,)<A 
is a G-composition series for A, where Q(Z,) = A n Z(N) is the unique sub- 
group of order p in the cyclic group Z = Z(N). 
(7.8~) c1 is a character in Irr($ I jA), and hence A is the direct product 
Q(Z,) xKer(cc). 
(7.8d) G’ and N’ are the stabilizers G{ a}and N{ a} of a in G and N, 
all respectively. 
(7.8e) $’ is the unique character +(a} l Irr(SN(a}la) from which 
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+ E Irr(SNI LX) is induced. Hence II/’ E ECC($I SG) with G’ = G{ I+V) < G and 
N’=N{+‘}<N. 
(7.8f) (G’, N’, $‘) EF and ~+4 E ESL($’ 1SG’). 
Proof: Since 4 E ESL($ 1SC), there is some 4’ E MECC(IC/ 1 gG) with 
~ESL(~‘ISG{~‘I) 
(see (3.7b)). Then 4’~ ECC($ I SG) by (3.7a), so that, as in (3.4), there 
exist an integer m 20 and characters & = d’, #;,..., & = I,+ in Irs(gN) 
satisfying 
&~EEDCC($~I~G{#,!}) forall i= l,..., m. 
Evidently we may remove any redundancies fromthe sequence &,, 4; ,..., d& 
and assume that 
fp’=&)<qYl< “. <qs:,=*. 
Suppose that m = 0. Then $ = 4’ lies in MECC(+ I SG). In view of (7.1) 
and Lemma 7.5, the triple (G($}*, N{$}*, $*) of (2.12) isjust (G, N, $). 
So Proposition 3.12 implies that every abelian normal subgroup ofG con- 
tained inN is cyclic. This contradicts Lemma 7.6. Therefore m > 0 and the 
character & _, exists. 
Because &,-i E EDCC(& 1 gG(&,,}) = EDCC(+ I $$G), we know from 
(3.1) that 
for some IX’ E Irs(ll/ I $JN) such that A’ = Dom(cc’) 9 G and 1 A’/Ker(cc’)l is a 
prime p. So (7.8a) holds. Since Ker(#) = 1 by Lemma 7.5, Proposition 3.3 
tells u that A’ is a nontrivial, elementary belian, normal p-subgroup of G
with A’ I! N. It follows from Lemma 7.5 that Z= Z(N) is cyclic. Therefore 
the intersection A’ n Z must be the unique subgroup Q(Z,) of order p in Z, 
since N is nilpotent. 
If A’=Q(Z,), then a’~Irr(@2(Z,)) is stabilized by N and 
i:, -1 E W$ I iW@‘> I= Wll/ ISN) must equal 4; = $. This is impossible 
since & _, < d:, .Therefore Q(Z,) <A’ and we may choose some subgroup 
A such that Q(Z,) <A <A’ and A/Q(Z,) is achief factor fG. Then (7.8b) 
holds. 
The restriction of thefaithful irreducible &character $ to the cyclic cen- 
tral sugroup sZ(Z,) must be a multiple of a faithful character 
WE Irr(?$2(Z,)). SinceA’ is elementary belian d CI’ E Irr($ I %A’), we 
conclude that A’= Q(Z,) xKer(ol’) andthat cl&,, = w. It follows that 
c1= cl> satisfies (7.8~). 
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We define G’to be G{cc> and N’ to be N(a). Then (7.8d) holds. 
The character +’ = II/ { cx} 1ies in EDCC( $1 SC) by (3.1), and hence lies in
ECC($I SC) (see (3.4)). Since +‘EISC($( gG) by (3.5), its tabilizer 
N{t,Y} is its domain N{tx} = N’ by (2.4~). If N(U) = N, then Clifford’s 
Theory (1.20a) for the normal subgroup A of N implies that Ker(a) d 
Ker(tj) = 1. This is impossible by (7.8b) and (7.8~). Therefore 
N’=N{cr}=N{$‘}<N. 
It follows that G{$‘} <G. By (7.1) the subgroup G{a} leaves invariant 
both tj and N{ IX}. Soit stabilizes th  unique character $’ E Irr(gN{cr }I x) 
from which 11/ is induced, i.e., G(a) d G{$‘). But G{+‘) leaves invariant 
both A a G and the unique character CI EIrr($’ 1 %A), i.e., G{ II/‘> < G(a). 
Hence G{$‘} =G(a) = G’, and (7.8e) isproved. 
Now (G’, N’, I)‘)= (G($‘}, N{$‘}, $‘) lies in Y since Dom($‘)= 
N{ $‘}. We apply Corollary 3.6of [4] to the normal subgroups A dA’ of G 
contained in N and to the characters cx EIrr( SA) and a’ EIrr( SA’ 1 a). Since 
the abelian subgroup A’must fix tl, we have A’(U) =A’ and a’{~} = LX’. So
(3.3~) of[4] tells u that r,k{rx’} =r,(a}{cr’>, i.e., that 4k-i =t,Y{c(‘}. 
Hence 4; ~ 1 E EDCC($’ )SC{ tj’}) (see (3.1)), andthe conditions (3.4) with 
4’ in place of 4 are satisfied by n =m + 1 and by Q0 = &, $1 = 4; ,..., d,_ 2= 
Ll,dn-1 = $’ and 4, = II/. Proposition 3.9 tells us that 
4’~ MECC(d,- II SG(d,- ,}) =MECC($‘I 3G’) and that G’{&} =
G{~,~IJ{&}=G{&}. Thus ~ESL(#‘I~G{&})=SL(~‘I~G’{$‘)) lies in 
ESL($‘I SC’) by (3.7b). This completes the proof of (7.8f) and of the 
lemma. 
From now on we fix p, A, a, G’, N’ and $’ satisfying (7.8). 
LEMMA 7.9. N = N{ e} A and G = G( O} A. 
Proof: If the subgroup G(B) A is G, then 
N{8}A=(G{8}nN)A=G{B} AnN=GnN=N, 
since A <N. So we may prove the lemma by deriving a contradiction from 
G(e) A<G. (7.10) 
Let $” be 6’ N(0)A ECh(gN{B}A). We first prove that 
(7.1 
(7.11 
(7.11 
a) $“EISC($ISG) with G{$“}=G{0} A and N{$“}= 
N(e) A, 
b) G(V)> N(V), $” and 5 satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorem 7.3 with I G{ $“} I < I G 1, 
c) ~~SL(r+Y’~FG{~“})~ISC(~“~~G{II/“}). 
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In view of (2.5) and the definition of SL(+ 1 SG) preceding (2.16), the 
character 8 E SL($ 1 SG) lies in ISC(+ 1SC). Hence (2.4) holds with 8 in 
place of 4. In particular, we have 
Dom(0)=N(8}QN{B) AQN, 
$=eN with (IL, II/) = (e, e). 
This and (1.9b) imply that 
I)” =ON{+ E Irr(gN{ 0}A) with (I+V, +“) = (e, e). 
These quations and the transitivity of nduction give (2.4a) with I,,+” in 
place of 4. 
From ( 1.16) and (2.4a) for I,+” wededuce that 
N{~“}=Dom(~“)=N{~} A. 
Because G(B) fixes 8 and normalizes N(0) A it fixes I,V’ = 13~~‘)~. It follows 
that G(B) A is a subgroup ofG{II/“}. This ubgroup covers G/N by (2.4b) 
for 8. Furthermore, it and G{t+V’} have the same intersection 
G{8}AnN=N{8}A=N{IC/“}=G($“}nN 
with N. So G{e} A must equal G{$“}. This implies (2.4b) for +‘I, and 
shows that I,Y’ E ISC($ 1SG). Hence (7.1 la) holds. This implies (7.1 lb) by 
(7.10). We know from (2.5) and Lemma 2.7 that 
Because 8 ESL($ ISG), this, (7.1 la) and Propositions 2.10and 2.21 imply 
the rest of (7.11). 
In view of (7.1 la) and (7.1 lb) we may apply Theorem 7.3 by induction 
to 8 and to any character 4” EESL($” I~G{t,V’}). We shall construct such 
a 4” using the elementary abelian normal p-subgroup A of G{ $“) = 
G(8) A to perform the first reduction of +“. We shall even adjust 8 and $” 
so that he character CI EIrr(@t) can be used in this reduction. 
It follows from (7.1 la) that any G? E Irr(lC/“( &4) satisfies a” d $” d II/. 
Hence IX” and a both lie in Irr($ I &4) (see (7.8~)). Since A 9 N= Dam($) 
by (7.8b), Clifford’s Theory (1.20a) gives us an element 0 EN such that 
(cI”)” = CI. Conjugation by 0 is an automorphism of G lying in the group 
Aut(G 1I++, G/N) of (4.5). So Proposition 6.8 implies that we may replace 8 
by 8” without changing any of our assumptions (7.4) and (7.10). This 
replacement sends I,+” = 8N{e)A into ($“)“, which lies over CI. So we may 
assume that 
CL EIrr(t,V’ 1 SA).
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Now (3.1) says that f{a} 1’ ies in the subset EDCC($” 1gG{+“}) of 
ECC($” 1$JG(yY’}). Let 4” be any character satisfying 
~“~ESL(ll/“~a~lSG~~“~~~“~a~~). (7.12) 
Then @‘EESL(+“I sG{i+V’}) by Corollary 3.10. So (7.11b), (7.11~) and 
(7.4b) imply that 
4” 5 8 w.r.t. (G(V), N(V), V’). 
We have already seen that 8 and $” lie in ISC($I SC). Since 
~“EESL(~“~~G{~“})EISC(II/“~~G{~“}), we know from Lemma2.7 that 
4” E ISC($l SG). Now Proposition 6.6 tells u that he above control 
implies that 
I$” 5 8 w.r.t. (G, N, $). 
Suppose we can prove that 
4” E SL(II/’ 1 SC ). (7.13) 
By (7.8d), (7.8e), and (7.8f) the objects G’, N’, $‘, and 5 satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 7.3 with 1G’ I < I G 1. Furthermore, 4 E ESL($’ I SC’) 
by (7.8f). So (7.4b) and (7.13) imply that 45 4” w.r.t. (G’, N’, I+$‘) = (G{ @‘}, 
N(f), $‘). Since f$, ~JY, and t+Y all lie in ISC($ I3G), this and 
Proposition 6.6 give 
4 5 4” w.r.t. (G, N, +), 
which, when combined with the conclusion of the preceding paragraph, 
implies the contradiction 4 5 8 to (7.4a). Therefore th lemma will hold if 
(7.13) does. 
The known relation $“<+ implies that $“{a} 6 ${a} = t+b’ by 
Proposition 2.12of [4] (and Corollary 2.7of [4]). Since 4” 6 $“{a} by 
(7.12), we conclude that 4”~ $‘. Both 4” and $’ lie in ISC($lgG). So
Lemma 2.7 tells u that 4” E ISC($’ I SC’) with 
Because N’ is nilpotent, this and (2.5) say that 4” E CC($‘l SC’). 
Lemma 2.7 for 4” and $” tells u that G{&‘} =G(t,Y’}{~“}. So the 
G{ t+V’} { @‘}-quasi-primitivity of $“, which comes from (2.16b) for 
4” E SL(t+V’ 1 SC{ Ic/“}), is the same as its G’{ 4”)-quasi-primitivity. Therefore
(7.13) holds and the lemma is proved. 
The relations between N,N(B), and N’ are now quite simple. 
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LEMMA 7.14. The intersection N(8) n A is Q(Z,), which contains 
[N{ t3}, A]. Hence N(8) is normal in G and N/N{ 19} is a chief factor of G 
isomorphic to A/Q( Z,). 
The subgroup N’ is the centralizer C(A in N), which is normal in G. The 
factor group N/N’ is a chief factor of G with the same order [A: Q(Z,)] as 
N/NV’>. 
Proof The nilpotent normal subgroup N of G centralizes eachof the 
G-chief factors A/Q(Z,,) and Q(Z,) of A (see (78b)). Hence 
[N{O}, A] d [N, Al <Q(Z,). 
The central subgroup Q(Z,) of N certainly stabilizes 8. So 
Q(Z,) <N(6) n A. It follows from this and Lemma 7.9 that N(B) is nor- 
malinG=G{8}A.IfN{B}nA is not Q(Z,), then it must be A by (7.8b). 
In that case N(0) = N(B) A = N and 8 = II/. This is impossible since 
QE SL($ IgG) is SG-quasi-primitive, while $ is not by (7.8d) and (7.8e). 
Therefore N{ 13} n A = Q(Z,) and N/N(0) =N{ e} A/N{ 0) is G-isomorphic 
to the G-chief factor A/B(Z,). So the first paragraph ofthe lemma is 
proved. 
Because Q(Z,) is central in N and contains [N, A], commutation in N
defines a G-invariant bilinear p iring ofN x A into sZ(Z,,). The right kernel 
of this pairing isAnZ(N) =Q(Z,) ( see (7.8b)). Theleft kernel isC(A in 
N). So this pairing induces a nonsingular, G-invariant, bilinear p iring of
(N/C(A in N)) x (A/Q(Z,)) into Q(Z,). Since Q(Z,) is cyclic and A/Q(Z,) 
is a G-chief factor, this implies that N/C(A in N) is a chief factor fG with 
the same order as A/R(Z,) and N/N(Q). 
Evidently C(Ain N) is a subgroup ofN’ = N(U) (see (7.8~) and (7.8d)). 
Since N(M) normalizes thecomplement Ker(u) to Q(Z,) in A and cen- 
tralizes both A/Q(Z,) and Q(Z,), it centralizes A. Therefore N’ =C(A in 
N), and the lemma is proved. 
We define H,M and 4’ by 
H=G{O}nG’, 
M=N(B}nN’, 
qV = $‘M ECh( SM). 
Of course, 4’is really irreducible. 
(7.15a) 
(7.15b) 
(7.1%) 
LEMMA 7.16. The character 4’is faithful and lies in Irr(gM) with 
(4’, 4’) = ($‘, II/‘). It is also equal to 8,. Furthermore, N’ is the direct 
product M x Ker($‘), and
Ker($‘) = Ker(tx). 
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ProoJ Since A <N’ and N= N(B) A by (7.8) and Lemma 7.9, we have 
N’=N{B} AnN’=(N{O}nN’)A=MA 
The intersection Mn A is 
N(B) n C(A in N) n A = sZ(Z,) 
by (7.15b) and Lemma 7.14. Since M<N’=C(A in N), this implies that 
N’ = A4 x Ker(a) (7.17) 
by (7.8~). It is clear from (7.8e) that Ker(cr) d Ker(ll/‘). So this decom- 
position of N’ tells u that 4’ = I,&,, E Irr( &%4) with (@, 4’) = (II/‘, II/‘). 
We know that both 8 E SL($ 1 SG) and $’ E ECC($ IgG) induce $ and 
have the same norm as II/. Since N(0) N’ = N(8) A = N, this and Mackey’s 
Formula (1.15b) imply that 
(4’> 4’) = (II/, ti)=(ON, (ICI’Y) = co,, t&44, = (EM, 4’). 
Hence I$’ is an irreducible SM-constituent of O,,,,. But 
$(1)=0”(l)= [N: N(O)] O(l)= [A:Q(Z,)] O,,,(l) 
and 
by Lemma 7.14. Hence O,( 1) = d’( 1) and 0, equals its irreducible con-
stituent 4’.
Lemma 7.14 implies that M is normal in G and centralizes A. It follows 
that Ker(0) n M is normal in G(O) A, which equals G by Lemma 7.9. 
Therefore 
Ker($‘) = Ker(8) n M< Ker(BN) = Ker(ll/) = 1,
by Lemma 7.5. Hence 4’ is faithful and 
Ker($‘) n M= Ker(d’) = 1. 
Because K r(ol) d Ker(+‘), this and (7.17) imply that Ker($‘) = Ker(cc) and 
that N’ = M x Ker(lC/‘). So the lemma is proved. 
Since 6E SL(II/ 1 iJjG) and +’ E ECC($ ) SG) both lie in ISC($ 1$jG), it 
follows from Proposition 5.2 that he two triples (G{O}, N(B), 0) and 
(G(V), N(F), $7 = (G’, N’, ICI’) are both inductors f (G, N, $). We 
know from Lemma 7.9 that N{ O} N’ = N{ O} A = N, and from Lemma 7.16 
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that 8and t,V have the same restriction 4’ to A4 = N(B) n N’. So Isaacs’ 
Theorem 5.7 tells u that 
(7.18a) (H, M, 4’) is a restrictor of both (G(0), N(B), 0) and 
(G’, N’, 6). 
(7.18b) The following diagram of norm-preserving b jections “commutes” 
in the sense that (5.8) “commutes”: 
Irr(gG{8}18) L WSG I II/ 1 
I 
( )H (. )C 
( hi I 
WSHI 4’) - Irr( 3G’ 1 II/‘) 
In particular, HN’ = G’ (see (5la)). Since N’ = A4 x Ker(ll/‘), by 
Lemma 7.16, this implies that: 
(7.19) G’is the semi-direct product of its normal subgroup Ker(t,V) and H. 
The associated natural epimorphism of G’ onto H induces anisomorphism p 
of G{e’}* = G’/Ker($‘) onto H sending N{II/‘}* onto M and ($I)* onto 4’. 
The kernel Ker(B) n H of the faithful character 4’ =8, is 1 (see 
Lemma 7.16). This, (7.18a) and (2.12) tell usthat 
(7.20) The natural epimorphism of G(8) onto G{B}*=G{B}/Ker(B) 
induces anisomorphism q of (H, M, 4’) on t o a restrictor (q(H), q(M), ~(4’)) 
of (G(o)*, N(O)*, d*). 
So far we have not used the conditions (7.2). We need one of them right 
now to prove that 
(7.21) ~(4’) is Fjq( H)-quasi-primitive. 
The conditions (4.1) hold with (G(8)*, N(8)*, 0*) in place of (G, N, Ic/). 
Furthermore 8* is gG( 0} *-quasi-primitive by Corollary 2.20, since 
6E SL($I SG). If (7.2a) or (7.2b) hold, then Proposition 5.14 and 
Theorem 5.11 imply (7.21) in view of (7.20). If(7.2~) holds, then 
Therem 5.16 gives (7.21). 
In view of (7.19) and (7.20) statement (7.21) implies that ($‘)* 
is gG(II/‘} *-quasi-primitive, and hence that II/’ E SL($ 1 SG) by 
Corollary 2.20. Therefore 4 E ESL($’ ( SG’) must be equal to +‘. Now the 
composition p = r] op is an isomorphism of (G(d) *, N{ d}*, d*) onto the 
restrictor (q(H), r](M), q(+V)) of(G{e}*, N(0)*, 0*). So it satisfies (6.la). 
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The commutativity of the diagram in (6.lb) follows easily from the 
definitions of p and q in (7.19) and (7.20). Thecommutativity of hat in 
(6.1~) follows from (7.18b). So 4 controls 8. This contradiction to (7.4a) 
proves Theorem 7.3. 
8. CONSEQUENCES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
A simple combination of Theorem 7.3 with various results in Section 6 
gives a number of invariants of members of SL($ 1 SG) when (7.1) and one 
of (7.2) hold. 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose that (7.1) holds and that one of the conditions 
(7.2) is satisfied. If q5and 8 are two ?jG-stabilizer mits of II/, then the 
corresponding simple g-algebras e(4) gN{ +4} and e(%) gN{%} are 
isomorphic. Hence 4 and 8 have the same degree, #(1) = %(l), and the same 
norm, (&d) = (%, %). Furthermore, their domains N{ c$} and N{ %} have the 
same index in N. 
Proof: Evidently we may suppose that one of I$, 8, say I+$ lies in the 
nonempty subset ESL(I// 1 SG) of SL($ 1ijG). Then 4 5 8 by Theorem 7.3. 
So Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 imply the present theorem. 
In a few cases the control in Theorem 7.3 can be replaced by equivalence. 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose that (7.1) holds and that one of the conditions 
(7.2) is satisfied. If 4 and 8 are two elementary iJG-stabilizer mits of$, 
then 4 is equivalent to 8, i.e., there is an isomorphism p of G{ q5}* onto 
G{%}* sending N(d)* onto N(B)* and 4* onto %* such that (6.1) holds. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.3 and 
Proposition 6.5.
We should remark that Theorem 8.2 holds without any of the hypotheses 
(7.2). This follows from Theorem 4.15 and the fact that any two members 
of MECC($ IgG) are equivalent whenever (G, N, $) E F. We hope to 
publish t e simple proof of this last fact elsewhere. 
Theorem 7.3 has a much stronger form when 5 is the rational field Q.
THEOREM 8.3. Suppose that (7.1) holds with 5 = Q. Then any two i$G- 
stabilizer limits 4,% of II, are equivalent, i.e., there is an isomorphism ,a of 
G{b}* onto G{%}* sending N(d)* onto N(B)* and ~+4* onto %* such that 
(6.1) holds. 
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Proof: We may suppose that one of 4 and 8, say 4, lies in the non- 
empty subset ESL($ 1‘&G) of SL(Ic/ 1 SG). Because 5 = Q satisfies (7.2~) 
Theorem 7.3 says that 4controls 0, i.e., that here is some map p satisfying 
(6.1). Since N is nilpotent and 8* is SC{ 0) *-quasi-primitive (by 
Corollary 2.20), conditions (4.1) are satisfied w th(G(B)*, N(B)*, e*) in 
place of (G, N, II/). Thetriple (p(G{#}*), p(N{d}*), p(d*)) is a restrictor 
of (G(B)*, N(8)*, e*) by (6.la). Because 5 is Q, Theorem 5.18 says that 
either these two triples are equal (which is the present theorem) or
IN{~}*J=I~(N{~}*)l is odd and IN{e}*I is even. In the latter case 
$ = 4” would have atrivial restriction to the2-Sylow subgroup Nzof the 
nilpotent group N since 1 Dom(d)/Ker(#)l wou d be odd. But $ = BN would 
also have a nontrivial restriction to N, since I Dom(B)/Ker(B)I would be 
even. This evident impossibility proves the theorem. 
How close to being isomorphic arethe groups G(d)* and G{ e} * in the 
situation of Theorem 7.3? Essentially thediffer only by a cyclic central 
subgroup ofN(0)*. 
THEOREM 8.4. Suppose that (7.1) holds and that one of the conditions 
(7.2) is satisfied. If 4 is an elementary SG-stabilizer limit of $ and 8 is any 
SG-stabilizer limit of $, then Theorem 7.3 gives us a monomorphism p of 
G(c)}* into G{fl} * such that (6.1) holds. Inthat case the center Z(N{B}*) is 
cyclic and satisfies 
G(e)* =ZWie)*) N(d)*) and NW* =Z(N#*) /OW*). 
(8.5) 
Proof. The conditions (4.1) are satisfied w th(G(B)*, N(8)*, e*) in 
place of (G, N, $). The triple(p(G{#}*), p(N{d}*), I*(#*)) is arestrictor of 
(G(B)*, N(8)*, t9*) by (6.la). Because t9*EIrr(sN{8}*) is faithful, the 
center Z(N{e}*) is cyclic. Corollary 2.20 says that 8 is SG(B}-quasi- 
primitive. If (7.2a) or(7.2b) hold, then Proposition 5.14 and Lemma 5.10 
imply (8.5). If (7.2~) holds, then Theorem 5.16 implies (8.5) since G(8)* =
N{ 0) * p( G{ 0 > * ) by (5. la) for our present restrictor. So thetheorem holds. 
The conditions (7.2) are somewhat annoying. However, the following 
example shows that Theorem 7.3 is false without something like them. 
EXAMPLE 8.6. Let G = N be the semi-direct product ofa cyclic group 
(a) of order 8 with its automorphism group. Then G = (p, 0, z) is 
generated by elements, p, g, r subject only to the relations 
p2=cr8=T2= [p, T] = 1, 
(Jp =05 and g7=a-‘. 
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Let Q, be the cyclotomic f eld Q[w] generated over Q by a primitive 
8 th root of unity o. For 5 we take the real subfield Q[w+ o- ‘1 of Qs as 
in Example 5.12. Then Irr(Q*( a)) contains a faithful linear character 2 
sending c to o. For $ we take the induced character ilNECh(Q,N), which 
is faithful, rational-valued and absolutely irreducible. As in Example 5.12, 
the presence of the four-subgroup (p, r) gives us enough primitive d m- 
potents ine(+) QN to guarantee hat $E Irr(gN). So the hypotheses (7.1) 
are all satisfied. 
The dihedral subgroup H = (g, z) of index 2 is normal in G = N. Since II/ 
is absolutely irreducible and induced from 9= AH, which lies inIrr(gH) by
Example5.12, we have 0=+{0}. So ~EDCC($(~G)ECC(I,I~G) by
(2.1) and (2.3). Because H= N(B) = G{0} is the group N of Example 5.12, 
that example shows that 9is gG{e}-q uasi-primitive. So 0 E SL($ 1 j’JG) (see 
(2.16b)). 
The four-subgroup A = (p, a4) is normal in G = N. Let a be the linear 
character in Irr($l&4) sending p to 1 and o4 to - 1. Then G(a) = N(cc} is 
the direct product (p) x D of (p ) and the dihedral subgroup D = (TV*, T )
of order 8, and II/{ U}is the corresponding rect product 1 x6 of the trivial 
character on (p ) and the faithful character 6 E Irr( SD). 
The four-subgroup B = (04, z) is normal in A= G{a}. Let B be the 
linear character in Irr(${a} IgB) sending CT~ to - 1 and r to 1. Then ii(p) 
is the elementary belian subgroup ( , c4, z) of order 8and +{ CX} {j} is 
the linear character 4 E Irr( $jfi{ p}) sending o4to - 1 and both pand T to 
1. Evidently 4 is ge{$}-q uasi-primitive, and so lies in ESL($ 1gG) (see 
(3.7), (3.4), and (3.1)). 
Now (7.1) holds, but Q E ESL($ 1SG) has degree 1 while 8E SL($l %G) 
has degree 2.So 4 cannot control 0 (see Proposition 6.3). 
Finally, we note that nothing like Theorem 7.3 or its consequences can 
be true for arbitrary normal subgroups N, or even for N of odd order and 
nilpotent length 2.The following example illustrates this.
EXAMPLE 8.7. Let pand q be odd primes such that 
q= -1 (modp). 
Then we may form extra-special groups P, of order p3 and exponent p,and 
Q, of order q3 and exponent q.We may also chose asubgroup C of index p 
in P, and make the factor g oup P/C of order p act on Q so that it cen- 
tralizes Z(Q) and acts irreducibly on Q/Z(Q). We lift this to an action fP 
on Q and let G= N be the semi-direct product ofthese last two groups. For 
3 we take the complex field C.
The center Z(PQ) of N is the direct product Z(P) x Z(Q), which is cyclic 
of order pq. So there is a faithful linear character jl EIrr(@Z(PQ)). One 
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easily sees that Irr(CN( 2)consists of a single character $ of degree pq. 
Evidently (G,N, $) lies in the set 5 of (2.1). 
If A is any subgroup of index p in P, then Z(PQ) < AQ 4 N= G and 
* aQ is the sum of p distinct irreducible characters 4 ofdegree q, from each 
of which + is induced. So such a4 lies in CC($I CC) by (2.2) and (2.3). 
When A # C, the irreducibility of Q/Z(Q) as a module over AC/C = P/C 
implies that he only subgroup M satisfying: 
Z(N)<MaAQ 
is Z(P) x Q. For such M the restriction b,,, isirreducible. We conclude that 
4 is CAQ-quasi-primitive and hence that 4E SL(II/ 1 CC) whenever A # C. 
On the other hand, if A = C, then AQ = A x Q is nilpotent, and any 
CAQ-stabilizer limit of 4 is a linear character 0~ SL($I @G) (see 
Proposition 2.21). Therefore SL( $( CC) contains both linear characters 0 
and characters 4 of degree q. So the consequence Theorem 8.1 of 
Theorem 7.3 is not valid in this case, and both those theorems ust fail. 
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